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Summary
TCRP Project H-53, "Tools for a Sustainable Transit Agency," created two original tools
for sustainability managers at transit agencies:
 The Sustainability Routemap – an interactive PDF, similar in feel to a website, that
guides the user to improve her transit agency’s sustainability program through application
of change management principles, best practice examples, and references to online tools
 The S+ROI Calculator – an excel workbook that quantitatively evaluates potential
sustainability projects in terms of financial, social, and environmental return
Both tools are available for download from TRB’s website at www.trb.org by searching for
“Tools for a Sustainable Transit Agency.” Guidance for use of the tools is embedded in the tools
themselves. If you simply want to access the tools, you need not read any further.
This report tells the story of the project, from the initial problem statement through the design of
the final tools. It serves as a case study in user-centered design as part of a Cooperative Research
Program (CRP) project. It explains our design process and key decisions, and it provides fodder
for the design of future tools for sustainable transit agencies.
Uniquely among CRP projects, this project did not start with a particular solution or tool in mind.
Rather we started with the need for transit agencies to have better tools generally. We used a usercentered design process to guide us in addressing that need.
User-centered design is distinguished by a core focus on a user’s needs and experiences with a
tool. Critically in a user-centered design process, the process cannot start with the final output
predetermined. A user-centered design process must start with research on user needs, and must
continually iterate to adjust outputs based on the feedback of users.
Phase I: Inquiry
From interviews with sustainability staff at transit agencies, we found that they had core needs in
three areas:
 Quantification. Transit agencies need tools to quantify and evaluate different
sustainability strategies.
 Governance. Transit agencies with mature sustainability programs need guidance on
integrating sustainability throughout every area of their organization and culture, while
those that are looking to grow their programs want to know what next steps should be and
how they should measure their progress.
 Communication. Staff often struggle to make the case for sustainability to decisionmakers, and transit agencies face challenges communicating their sustainability successes
to the public.
Drilling down into these needs, we identified 13 types of tools that we could feasibly build within
this project to address one or more aspects of those needs. Through several iterations of visual
thinking, design, and research into tool concepts, as well as consultation with the Panel and other
interested staff at transit agencies, we settled on the two tools that we would build:
 The Sustainability Routemap
 The S+ROI Calculator

i
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All of our other ideas for tools, including explanation of the need for the tool, the target audience
for the tool, the basic form and functions of the tool, and uncertainties related to the development
of the tool, are contained in the appendices to this report. Readers of this report may find ideas
therein that could be built into other valuable tools.
Phase II: Design
For the two tools we built, we followed the same basic development process:
 Conceptual organizing framework. First, we developed a conceptual organizing
framework and landing page for the tool. These provided an early means to communicate
and refine the core concepts of the tool.
 Working prototype . Second, we developed a working prototype of each tool. In the
case of the Sustainability Routemap, developing a working prototype took much more
effort. To our knowledge, nothing like the Sustainability Routemap has ever been built
before. We went through many rounds of identification and prioritization of potential
content and navigation schemes to arrive at a working prototype.
 Prototype testing. Third, we tested our prototypes with our target audiences. For the
Routemap, this process involved guided live testing with a usability expert. For the
Calculator, it involved distributing the Calculator to users to test on their own time and
provide feedback. We received much more in depth feedback from the live testing of the
Routemap, but both processes were valuable.
 Final tool development. Fourth, we used the feedback received in testing to develop
fully functional versions of both tools for review by the Panel. We made significant
changes to the navigation structure of the Routemap in this phase.
Phase III: Dissemination
At the 2017 APTA Sustainability and Multimodal Planning Workshop Agenda in Minneapolis on
Tuesday, August 8, we unveiled a ‘sneak peek’ of both tools to workshop participants. We
introduced both tools and provided a structured forum for participants to test and discuss the
tools. We left this workshop with feedback on the value of the tools and on ways that they could
improve.
Looking Ahead
As creators of the Sustainability Routemap and the S+ROI Calculator, we already see the
possibility of continued improvement in version 2.0. The Sustainability Routemap could have
many more times the content that it does. And the Calculator could include many more
algorithms to make providing inputs even simpler for users.
What we have accomplished with these two tools is to provide a solid starting point for
addressing those two needs that we identified. We as a project team sincerely hope that users will
find the tools compelling enough to invest in learning how to use them, to promote their use
among peers, and to advocate for continual improvements.
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1 Introduction
TCRP Project H-53, "Tools for a Sustainable Transit Agency," created two original tools for
sustainability managers at transit agencies:
 The Sustainability Routemap – an interactive PDF, similar in feel to a website, that guides the
user to improve her transit agency’s sustainability program through application of change
management principles, best practice examples, and references to online tools
 The S+ROI Calculator – an excel workbook that quantitatively evaluates potential sustainability
projects in terms of financial, social, and environmental return
Both tools are available for download from TRB’s website at www.trb.org by searching for “Tools for a
Sustainable Transit Agency.” Guidance for use of the tools is embedded in the tools themselves. If you
simply want to access the tools, you need not read any further.
This report tells the story of the project, from the initial problem statement through the design of the final
tools. It serves as a case study in user-centered design as part of a Cooperative Research Program (CRP)
project. It explains our design process and key decisions, and it provides fodder for the design of future
tools for sustainable transit agencies.
The purpose of this report is three-fold:
 Demonstrate the use of user-centered research and design in a TRB project, so that others might
copy it
 Share what we learned along the way, so that others might use our findings in their own research
and to create additional tools
 Discuss challenges and innovations in creating our two tools so that they can live on and be
continuously improved.
TCRP H-53, Tools for a Sustainable Transit Agency, was conceived out of a desire to create better ways
to achieve sustainable outcomes across the transit industry. We recognize that there is already a lot of
knowledge both within and outside of the transit industry about sustainability practices, and there are
already some tools in use. This project aims to build on existing knowledge and tools as much as possible.
In short, the principal challenge of this project is not to develop dramatically new knowledge or
methods, but to simplify, translate, and implement existing knowledge in new ways.
Uniquely among CRP projects, this project did not start with a particular solution or tool in mind. Rather
we started with the need for transit agencies to have better tools generally. In the course of the project
itself we talked to sustainability managers and practitioners at a wide range of transit agencies to
understand what tools would help them the most. The tools ultimately produced in this project are a
response to the particular needs and challenges researched in this project.
The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
 Section 2: User-centered Design Process – go here if you want to learn how we conducted this
project
 Section 3: Final Tools – go here if you want know why the tools are the way they are and what
futures they could have
 Section 4: Conclusion
 Appendices – Additional Documentation of the research process and findings

1
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2 User-Centered Design Process
User-centered design is distinguished by a core focus on a user’s needs and experiences with a tool.
Critically in a user-centered design process, the process cannot start with the final output predetermined.
A user-centered design process must start with research on user needs, and must continually iterate to
adjust outputs based on the feedback of users.
Accordingly, we conducted this project in three phases:





Phase I (Tasks 1-4): Inquiry - This phase of the project defined the needs of transit agencies and
proposed preliminary solutions to meet those needs. Key tasks in this process included qualitative
research (interviews), analysis of needs, development of initial tool ideas to respond to needs, and
prioritization of potential tool. (See Figure 1).
Phase II (Task 5-8): Design - This phase of the project responded to the needs of transit agencies
by producing tools that help them to advance their sustainability goals, projects, and programs.
Phase III (Task 9): Dissemination - This phase of the project educated transit agency staff about
the new tools in an afternoon workshop at the APTA Sustainability and Multimodal Planning
Workshop in Minneapolis, August 2017.

Design Principles


We envisioned creating a set of tools according to the following design principles:
o Attractive, visually unified design
o User-focused problem solving
o Simple platforms for tools
o Clear message about the intended audience(s) and purpose(s)
o Focus on implementation

2
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Figure 1: Process
P
for id
dentifying need
ds and propossing tools

2.1 Ph
hase I: Inquiry
Qualita
tative Res
search (In
nterviews
s)
We began
n the project by
b talking witth transit agen
ncy sustainabiility staff to identify the m
most pressing nneeds
that they face
f
and colleect ideas for th
he tools that would
w
be mosst useful to adddress these nneeds,. We innvited
staff from
m eighteen tran
nsit agencies to participatee in one-hour interviews, annd thirteen aggreed to speakk
with us. As
A Figure 2 sh
hows, we spok
ke with a mix
x of transit aggencies of diffferent sizes thhat were at
different stages
s
in impllementing theeir sustainabillity programs .
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Figure 2: Size
S and susta
ainability prog
gram status off the transit aggencies that w
we interviewed
d

Interview
w Findingss
From our interviews, we
w found that::
 Su
ustainability programs
p
are in different stages of devvelopment. S
Some transit aagencies have done
more
m
than otheers, but no on
ne we interview
wed felt like their transit aagency had suustainability
co
ompletely figured out.
 Su
ustainability strategies ran
nge widely, and can includde greening m
major capital pprojects; interrnal
su
ustainability efforts
e
focuseed on transit agencies’
a
facillities and opeerations, form
mal sustainabillity
po
olicies and prrograms, and setting targetts and collectiing data.
 Most
M sustainab
bility program
ms focus on en
nvironmentaal sustainabillity, though sstaff understannd
su
ustainability has
h environm
mental, econom
mic, and sociaal dimensionss.
 Many
M
transit agencies are in
nterested in co
ommunicatin
ng the broadeer sustainabiliity benefits off
trransit, which can
c reduce drriving and ancchor compactt neighborhooods.
 Su
ustainability programs
p
are usually driven at the stafff level ratherr than the leaddership level.
 Su
ustainability staff use a ho
odgepodge off tools and frrameworks too set targets aand track proggress.
Additionaal detail on the interview prrocess and fin
ndings can bee found in Apppendix D of tthis report.

Identiffication of
o Core Ne
eeds (Ana
nalysis an
nd Desira
ability Che
heck)
We asked
d each of the sustainability
s
staff we interrviewed abouut what tools ccould help theem do their joobs
better and
d advance susttainability wiithin their tran
nsit agencies. The needs annd tools we hheard about feell
into three buckets:
Quantification
Q
n. Transit ageencies need to
ools to quantify and evaluaate different ssustainability
sttrategies. Thiss includes botth tools that provide
p
in-deppth informatioon on specificc strategies (ffor
ex
xample, altern
native fuels and vehicles, sustainable
s
coonstruction m
materials, lightting
im
mprovements,, gray water recycling,
r
cap
pital projects tthat reduce drriving) as welll as higher-leevel
to
ools that meassure and comp
pare return on
n investment across a varieety of strategiies.
Governance.
G
Transit
T
agenccies with matu
ure sustainabiility programss need guidannce on integraating
su
ustainability throughout
t
ev
very area of th
heir organizattion and cultuure, while those that are loooking
4
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to grow their programs want to know what next steps should be and how they should measure
their progress. Governance tools could include high-level guidance on forming, growing, and
managing sustainability programs or targeted guidance on tackling common barriers to
addressing sustainability in budgeting and procurement, or within specific departments of a
transit agency.
Communication. Staff often struggle to make the case for sustainability to decision-makers, and
transit agencies face challenges communicating their sustainability successes to the public.
Transit agencies with sustainability programs often collect copious amounts of data to measure
their progress, but they need tools to help distill this data into compelling graphics. Tools that
identify templates or best practices for communicating sustainability successes or the broader
sustainability benefits of transit could also help build support for sustainability initiatives or for
transit in general.
We further divided these three needs into 7 topic areas that individual tools could address:
Quantification
1. Costs and benefits of specific sustainability decisions
2. ROI and budgeting for sustainability strategies
Governance
3. Integrating sustainability into governance
4. Sustainable procurement
5. Sustainability program development roadmaps
Communication
6. Tracking and reporting
7. Communicating success

What about climate adaptation?
No discussion of sustainability for transit agencies can be complete without some consideration of climate
adaptation and resilience. While our initial consultation with the Panel did not identify adaptation as an
area where new tools were likely to be needed, we nonetheless wanted to provide a survey of tools
currently available in the domain of climate adaptation. Appendix E contains our full review of these
resources and tools.

Feasibility Check (Development of First Iteration Tool Ideas)
Next we considered how feasibly we could address each of the need areas. In order to do that, we decided
to develop a set of first iteration tool ideas and test the feasibility of each. We assumed that these first tool
ideas would not ultimately be built, but would serve as test cases to move the design process forward.
Team members looked at existing resources and needs in each topic area and developed at least one first
iteration tool concept to address key needs. For each topic area, we answered the following key questions:
 Transit agency need: What needs do transit agencies face in this topic area?
 State of the practice: What tools and resources are already available in this domain? What gaps
are there in these resources?
 Proposed tool concept(s): What tool or tools might we create to fill gaps and address transit
agencies’ needs? Which transit agencies, or which stakeholders within transit agencies, would
likely use the tool? What would be the level of effort to develop the tool?

5
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Key considerations: What do we need to know before conducting further work in this topic
area?

The table below lists the first iteration tool ideas developed. Full details of each tool idea can be found in
Appendix A.
Table 1. Summary list of tool ideas by topic area

Tool idea

What is it?

Topic area

General Need

Green bus fleet
tool

Spreadsheet-based
tool to quantify costs
and benefits of
different vehicle
options

Costs and benefits of
specific
sustainability
decisions

Quantification

Criteria for budget
prioritization

List of criteria and
questions to
incorporate into
budgeting
mechanisms

ROI and budgeting
for sustainability
strategies

“Greening the
system” vs.
“greening the
region”

Spreadsheet to
compare benefits of
operational
improvements with
regional benefits of
transit (reducing
VMT)

Case studies of
governance models

Organizational
charts and case
studies best practices
for structuring
sustainability
programs

Sustainability
program road map

Case studies and
guidance that help
transit agencies
navigate key
decisions in
establishing a
sustainability
program

Employee
incentive program

Case studies of
innovative practices
in fostering buy-in
among employees

Integrating
sustainability into
governance

Governance

6
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Sustainable
procurement

Lifecycle cost/
ROI tool

Spreadsheet tool and
guidance to help
guide decisions
when purchasing
green buses

Procurement
manual assembly
tool

Catalog of sample
policy text and
procurement
language to support
green bus
procurement

Interactive selfassessment survey

Survey tool that
identifies gaps in
sustainability
programs and
potential solutions

Assessment
manual

Guidance document
to help transit
agencies identify
gaps in sustainability
programs and
potential solutions

Sustainability
tracking tool

Spreadsheet tool that
simplifies data
collection, metric
calculation, and
visualization

Tracking and
reporting

Communication
best practices

Review of best
practices among
transit agencies that
are actively
communicating
sustainability efforts

Communicating
success

Communication
material
development tool

Interactive tool that
helps transit
agencies develop
interactive graphics
or fact sheets to
communicate
successes

Sustainability
program
development
roadmaps

Communication

7
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Prioritize and Propose Tools (Development of Second Iteration Tool
Ideas)
Our first iteration of tools allowed us to explore a wide range of tool ideas addressing all of the user needs
uncovered in interviews.
As a team, we used a 5 step process to evaluate the first iteration tool ideas, identify priorities, and
develop second iteration tool ideas:

Development Process







Step 1: Team members created a visual representation of each first iteration tool idea.
Working with visual representations is a highly effective way to think quickly and creatively.
Graphical elements included representations of key stakeholders, diagrams of tool architecture,
and processes that would be associated with each tool. See Figure 3 for some examples of these
graphics.
Step 2: In a workshop format, team members explained and discussed each first iteration
tool idea. Conversations generated important questions and critical uncertainties about the value
of each tool.
Step 3: Each team member was given a limited amount of time to create a second iteration
idea by combining parts of other tools. Each team member used his or her own expertise and
opinions about the value of tools to generate a new ‘hybrid’ idea.
Step 4: Team members explained and discussed their second iteration tool ideas. Additional
conversations generated further insights about the value of different tools, as well as important
questions and critical uncertainties about the value of each tool.
Step 5: Team members voted on the most valuable second iteration tool ideas. Voting was
based on team members’ opinions of the ability of the tool to address an identified need and the
likelihood that the tool could be built as part of this project. Three of the tool ideas rose to the top,
in the research team’s opinion, as the most valuable.

Figure 3 below shows examples of the graphics created in the development process.

8
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Figure 3: Examples
E
of the
t graphics th
hat team mem
mbers created t o represent first iteration tools

Second Iteration Tool
T Ideas
9
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The three second iterattion tool ideass were:
C
Case
C
Study Database
D
1. Cost-Benefit
An interacctive databasee of case stud
dies of transit agencies
implemen
nting differentt sustainabilitty strategies. “Sustainabilit
“
ty
strategies”” would be deefined broadly
y to include both
b
specific aactions
that transiit agencies un
ndertake to maake progress toward sustaiinability
targets (e..g., procuring
g hybrid busess, using energ
gy-efficient ligghting)
or organizzational strateegies (e.g., forrming an inteernal sustainabbility
team, hirin
ng a dedicateed sustainabiliity staff perso
on).
y Change Ma
anagement Roadmap
R
2. Sustainability
An interacctive PDF thaat is organized
d around a roadmap that ouutlines of
key steps in the process of building a sustainabiliity program. B
Based on
the work that
t project teeam memberss have done with
w various trransit
agency su
ustainability programs,
p
thesse steps migh
ht include:
 Create
C
Sustain
nability Champ
pions
 Communicate
C
Agency Valu
ues
 Clarify
C
Expecttations
 Create
C
Tools for
fo Governancce
Set Targets and
d Monitor Reesults
B Fleets: Pllanning and Procurement
P
t Tool
3. Sustainable Bus
A qualitattive and quan
ntitative evalu
uation tool com
mbining:
 A fleet plannerr
 A quantitative lifecycle evaaluation
 A qualitative evaluation
e
of operational
o
faactors
 A library of prrocurement language for su
ustainable buss fleets
We develo
oped mini-pro
oposals for eaach of these th
hree tool ideaas in order
to answerr these questio
ons:
 How
H do we jusstify the Need
d for the Too
ol?
 Who
W is the Target Audiencce?
 What
W are the Form
F
and Ma
ain Functions of the Tooll?
 What
W Key Queestions and Uncertainties
U
s remain?
 What
W is the lik
kely Scope off Work and Estimated
E
Leevel of Effortt to create thee tool?
Mini-prop
posals were developed thro
ough a combination of deskk-based reseaarch and outreeach to staff aat
transit ageencies.
Appendix
x B of this rep
port contains the
t 3 mini pro
oposals.

Selectio
on of Tools: Panel Meeeting and Workshop
W
At a meetting with the project
p
Panel,, a group of trransit agency experts seleccted to guide tthe project, thhe
project teaam presented the second itteration tool concepts,
c
alonng with the firrst iteration toool concepts.
Discussion and worksh
hop exercises helped to reffine the tool cconcepts preseented.
10
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During the meeting, the panel arrived at a set of priority tools and tool functions (i.e. functions that can be
embedded in a larger tool). It was determined that there is some flexibility about how functions are
combined in the final tools, but all of the following should be included in the final deliverables:
 A meta-tool/reference tool that guides the user in applying existing tools
 A general SROI-TCO-LCCA tool that applies to the broadest possible range of projects and
decisions
 A checklist of considerations for budget prioritization processes
 A Sustainability Roadmap Tool that serves as a ‘container’ for guidance on sustainability
program development in all areas
 Green procurement barriers (e.g. state laws, Board policies) and examples of successful practices
to overcome barriers
 Communications guidance on how (communication methods) to pitch what (sustainability
benefits) to whom (stakeholders/decision makers)
 A tool that articulates the regional benefits of transit (e.g. reduced emissions, improved public
health, reduced transportation cost burden)
Considering the priorities expressed and the available budget, the project team settled on two tools for
advancement into Phase II, the design phase:
 The Sustainability Routemap – an interactive PDF, similar in feel to a website, that guides the
user to improve her transit agency’s sustainability program through application of change
management principles, best practice examples, and references to online tools
 The S+ROI Calculator – an excel workbook that quantitatively evaluates potential sustainability
projects in terms of financial, social, and environmental return

2.2 Phase II: Design
For the two tools carried forward into this phase, we again developed short proposals containing
descriptions of functionality, work processes, and visual design concepts. The full proposals for the two
tools can be found in Appendix C.

Sustainability Routemap
Our design process for the Sustainability Routemap involved five steps:

Step 1. Define organizing framework
Much of the discussion about the Sustainability Routemap at the Panel meeting revolved around how the
tool would be organized. Two potential organizing frameworks were:
1. Principles of Change Management – such as leadership and accountability
2. Transit Agency User Type – such as Operations + Maintenance personnel or Sustainability
Officer
We presented these two options in graphical form to participants of the APTA Sustainability Workshop in
Austin, Texas in August 2016.
Participants’ feedback on prototypes confirmed the following:
 The Change Management Organizing Framework, organized by principles such as
Accountability and Integration, was preferred as the dominant user-facing organizational
framework for the Tool.
11
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The
T Transit Ag
gency User Organizing Fra
amework, orgganized by typpical departm
ments and funcctions
within
w
a transitt agency, wass preferred as a secondary organizationaal frameworkk within the Toool.
Participants lik
ked the idea of
o providing a cross-referennce to the toool content based on departm
ments
an
nd staff functions.
The
T Sustainabiility Roadmap
p Tool fills an
n important neeed for transiit agencies. (S
Some particippants
fo
ound the papeer prototypes themselves so
o useful that tthey asked to take them hoome!)
Common
C
needss expressed in
n ‘burning qu
uestions’ weree:
o Integraating sustainaability into traansit agency cculture and enngaging and inspiring
employees
ordinating sustainability eff
fforts across aagency and deepartment siloos
o Integraating and coo
o Gainin
ng the supportt of leadership
p
o Develo
oping the susttainability pro
ogram (creatiing a sustainaability manageer position,
sustain
nability plan, metrics, etc.))

Figure 4 below
b
shows an early desig
gn for the landing page of the tool. Otheer images useed in this stepp,
including the two proposed organiziing frameworrks, are contaiined in the toool proposals iin Appendix C.

Figure 4: Draft
D
Landing
g Page for Routemap, Orga
anized by Chaange Managem
ment Principlees

Step 2. Prioritize
P
content
After deciiding to pursu
ue the princip
ples of changee management
nt as our primaary organizinng framework for
the Routemap, we turn
ned to decidin
ng what speciffic content shhould be incluuded in the toool. Given the
potentially
y limitless neeed for inform
mation on susttainability, wee agreed withh the panel to rely mostly oon
pre-existin
ng content, with
w a few seleect areas targeeted for devellopment of neew informatioon and guidannce
by the pro
oject team. Ussing input alreeady received
d from the Pannel and from other potentiial users in
previous tasks,
t
along with
w the projecct team’s professional knoowledge, we ddeveloped a ppriority list off
content to
o be researcheed and includeed in the tool..
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Step 3. Create
C
worrking protottype of too
ol
Once initiial priorities were
w establish
hed and poten
ntial sources oof content were identified, we begun to
research the
t content in more depth and
a produce preliminary
p
coontent. A subbsection of thaat content waas
developed
d and populated in a partial draft version
n of the tool ffor user testinng.
b
shows the first two pages
p
of the user
u testing drraft.
Figure 5 below
Figure 5: The
T first two pages
p
of the user
u
testing draft
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Step 4. User
U testing
For user testing, testerss were recruitted from the project
p
Panel and from othher transit agency staff
intervieweed in the early
y stages of th
he project (seee Appendix D
D). Testers weere invited to a guided interrview
session to
o test the tool. Interviews to
ook place Maarch 22-24, 20017. Interview
ws were conduucted via WeebEx.
Participan
nts navigated the tool on th
heir desktop and
a shared theeir screen withh the moderaator. Sessions
lasted up to one hour, and
a six participants compleeted interview
ws. Participannts worked in sustainabilityy and
environmental planning fields. Som
me had formal sustainabilityy roles, whilee others were more de factoo
directors.
User testin
ng confirmed
d that the tool was easily naavigable, althhough a numbber of opportuunities to imprrove
the visual design and wayfinding
w
wiithin the tool were identifi ed. Users alsoo responded tto the initial
content in
ncluded in thee tool and requ
uested additio
onal content. In particular, some testers wanted to seee
more info
ormation abou
ut social and economic
e
aspects of sustaiinability incluuded in the exxamples discuussed
in the tooll.

Step 5. Draft
D
Final Tool
Taking th
he feedback reeceived in useer testing, we made some kkey changes too the design oof the tool,
including the color sch
heme, landing
g page, and naavigation systtem. We also researched annd added
additionall content to co
omplete the draft
d
tool. Mo
ore discussionn of the final ttool itself is ffound in Sectiion 4
of this rep
port.
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S+ROII Calculattor
The S+RO
OI Calculatorr is a much sim
mpler tool thaan the Routem
map. It requireed far less efffort on researcch of
content an
nd design of visual
v
interfacce elements th
han the Routeemap. Still, w
we used the saame basic proccess
for both to
ools.

Step 1. Organizing
O
g frameworkk
Our first step
s was to deevelop a fram
mework diagraam that illustrrates the inputts, assumptionns, and resultts
included in
i the Tool ass well as the relationships
r
between
b
them
m. Figure 6 prrovides our innitial framewoork.
Figure 6: Example
E
orga
anizing framew
work

In addition, we created
d Figure 7 below as an initiial mockup foor the interfacce of the tool.
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Figure 7: Initial
I
mockup
p for the interrface of the too
ol

Step 2. Working
W
prrototype
Our next step
s was to crreate a draft spreadsheet
s
veersion of the T
Tool that incoorporates the variables,
relationsh
hips, calculatio
ons, and assu
umptions from
m the organiziing frameworrk. The goal oof this task waas not
to produce a final versiion of the Too
ol, but to prod
duce a versionn that can be used to gatheer feedback frrom
user testerrs in the follo
owing step.

Step 3. User
U testing
We then tested
t
draft veersions of the Tool with intterested transsit agency stafff drawn from
m the panel annd
from the user
u focus gro
oup that we asssembled for this project. IIn contrast to the Routemaap testing, wee used
a simpler self-testing process
p
for thee Calculator. Six participannts were recruuited and inviited to use thee tool
to evaluatte a project orr projects and
d submit the co
ompleted worrkbook to thee project team
m. Although w
we
received some
s
helpful feedback abo
out a few of th
he input fieldss in the Calcuulator, only onne participantt
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returned a fully completed workbook along with feedback during the evaluation period. We ultimately
received more useful feedback during Phase III (Dissemination).

Step 4. Draft Final Tool
Using the feedback received from testers, we created a draft final version of the tool for dissemination.
More information about the final tool itself is found in Section 4 of this report.

2.3 Phase III: Dissemination (APTA Sustainability and
Multimodal Planning Workshop)
The project team unveiled a ‘sneak peek’ of both tools at the 2017 APTA Sustainability and Multimodal
Planning Workshop Agenda in Minneapolis on Tuesday, August 8. We selected this venue for initial
dissemination for three main reasons:
 Our intended audience for both tools—Sustainability Managers at transit agencies and other
transit agency staff interested in sustainability—were well-represented at the event
 The event would provide a final opportunity for user testing of the tools before their public
release
 Familiarizing the APTA Workshop attendees with the tools before their release would help to
spread the word about the tools.
In a 3.5 hour roundtable workshop format, we introduced both tools and gave attendees time to test them
on a computer and discuss in small group formats. Approximately 30-40 people attended. Figure 8 below
provides an excerpt from the program.
Figure 8: Excerpt from APTA Sustainability and Multimodal Planning Workshop Agenda

Sustainability Tools Training Workshop
1:45 – 5:15 p.m.
Great Lakes C, 4th Floor, Hyatt Regency Minneapolis

This workshop will introduce two new sustainability tools and familiarize attendees with their use.
Participants will leave the session feeling confident interacting with the tools and ready to apply the
tools within their transit agencies. **Please bring your laptop or tablet, if you have one, in order to
experiment with the tools.**
PART 1: Meet the Sustainability Routemap: Level Up Your Sustainability Program – 1:45‐3:30 p.m.
What does your sustainability program need to succeed? Performance measures, buy‐in from leadership
and staff, a solid committee structure; or, all that and more? The brand new Sustainability Routemap, a
product of the Transit Cooperative Research Program, is an interactive tool that will help you chart your
course to fully integrate sustainability into your agency. The tool will be publicly released later this fall.
Come download a sneak peek of the tool on your laptop and learn how to use it!

PART 2: Meet the S+ROI Calculator: Evaluate Sustainability Benefits the Easy Way – 3:45‐5:15 p.m.
Have you ever struggled to quantify the positive impacts of your projects or your transit service on the
environment, social equity, or cost savings. The brand new S+ROI Calculator, a product of the Transit
Cooperative Research Program, will guide you through simple calculations to help you estimate and
describe those benefits. The tool will be publicly released later this fall. Come download a sneak peek of the
tool on your laptop and learn how to use it!

Part 1: Meet the Sustainability Routemap
This section describes the workshop process, experience, and outcomes for the Sustainability Routemap.
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Process
The Routemap was designed to help users solve problems and identify opportunities related to change
management and integration of sustainability programs into every aspect of transit agencies’ business.
To begin, we asked participants to fill in the blank:
“My agency needs to do ___________ to improve on sustainability.”
We then challenged participants to search the Routemap for material that would help answer their
questions. While participants worked with the tool, project team members floated from table to table to
answer questions and stimulate discussion.

Experience
We noticed real differences in the experience between different types of users. For example, service
planners were challenged to understand the tool. Sustainability Program Managers engaged with the tool
quickly. In general, testers fell into 3 categories:
1. Some testers really engaged and got it. (Approximately 50%)
2. Some people had to really spend some time in conversation to get it. (Approximately 40%)
3. Transit service planners realized this wasn’t what they wanted. (Approximately 10%)
The table below provides examples of participants’ responses to the initial question and the applicable
content in the Routemap.
Table 2. Examples of participants’ responses in relation to applicable Routemap content

Transit Agency Need

Applicable Routemap Content

How do I change the project delivery process?

Information on engaging the procurement
division

How do I get funding for sustainability?

Information on steering committees, change
management, and funding ideas

Who is the appropriate for performance
measures, and how should performance be
communicated?

Information on performance dashboards

How do I clarify roles and responsibilities
related to sustainability?

Information on decision making, leadership
and interagency partnerships

How do I work in a transit agency to meet the
APTA signatory commitment?

Nearly all content was relevant

How do I improve service plans for more
sustainable service?

Not applicable

Outcomes
The experience at the workshop highlighted three main opportunities for improvement in the Routemap:
1. Clarify the intended audience. Our initial goal was to make the Routemap useful for anyone in
a transit agency who wanted to advance sustainability. Through the workshop process, we
realized that the tool is best directed to an audience of sustainability managers. The content of the
tool is oriented towards program development much more than addressing technical issues.
18
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2. Create a stronger orientation experience for first time users. Some users weren’t sure where
to start or what they would find in the tool. The program development and change management
foci of the tool were not immediately apparent. The project team realized that there was an
opportunity to more clearly explain the content and intended use of the tool in the introductory
material.
3. Fill gaps in material on social sustainability and Board engagement. In the development of
the tool, we heard often that there could be more information on social (as well as economic)
aspects of sustainability. The workshop identified some specific types of information on social
sustainability—as well as other topics—that could be integrated in the tool.

Part II: Meet the S+ROI Calculator
This section describes the workshop process, experience, and outcomes for the S+ROI Calculator.

Process
The S+ROI Calculator was designed to provide a straightforward quantification approach for lifecycle
costs and sustainability costs and benefits of transit systems and transit investments. By design,
completing input cells in the workbook will generally require some research on the part of the user.
We asked workshop participants to pick a real or hypothetical transit project to evaluate with the tool,
working alone or in teams. Since there was no time for research during the workshop, we encouraged
users to make up representative numbers for individual inputs and then to revise them later as appropriate.

Experience
Most users found the Calculator easy to use, even without instruction. The guidelines and labeling in the
Calculator itself was generally sufficient to guide users. However, there were some inputs that tended to
confuse users and highlighted opportunities for clearer wording.
For example:
 Some users thought ‘lifetime of project’ referred to the length of time that the project was in
development, whereas we intended it to mean the lifetime of the asset itself
 Most users did not know whether or what to input in the ‘initial costs’ section
Several participants also highlighted additional opportunities to quantify benefits such as:
 Reduced construction waste
 Social cost of carbon
 Reduced stormwater effluent
 Job creation

Outcomes
The workshop highlighted clear and simple opportunities to improve the tool by clarifying some of the
terms used. Although there are certainly also opportunities to expand the functionality of the tool in terms
of costs and benefits quantified, that would require additional research and development.
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3 Final Tools
The two tools produced in this project will be publicly released and made available for download from the
TRB website. We have designed these tools to be self-explanatory. There is no manual to read before
using the tools. Just dive right in, and you’ll find guidance and instruction along the way.
Still, this section provides an introduction to the tools as they are and some explanation of how they work,
for readers that want it. This section also contains thoughts on how the tools can be further developed in
the future.

3.1 Introducing the Sustainability Routemap
Purpose of the Routemap
The Sustainability Routemap is designed to help users integrate their sustainability programs throughout
their transit agencies. The research for this tool determined that transit agencies are at many different
states of development of sustainability programs. Some are just starting. Others are well established and
are tackling sustainability in new areas such as design and construction of facilities. All transit agencies
need help with better integrating sustainability into everything that they do.
Our goal with this Routemap is to help users understand what they need to do in order to achieve strong
integration of sustainability into a transit agency. To make this happen, sustainability must be integrated
into the goals, communication, decision-making, and performance tracking of the transit agency. The
Routemap provides resources, recommendations, and examples of approaches to developing the
necessary principles of change in a transit agency. Our Routemap isn’t a step-by-step guide. It's also not a
comprehensive description of everything a sustainable transit agency does or should do. Rather, it’s a tool
to understand the most important principles of integrating sustainability.

What Is in the Routemap?
The Sustainability Routemap contains four types of information:
 Principles – All of the content in the Routemap is organized under one of eight principles. The
eight principles form a framework for integrating sustainability, are interrelated, and are mutually
supportive. The principles are an organizing guide to understand where a sustainability program
is faring well and where it might improve.
 Recommended New Practices — In creating the Routemap, we focused on making existing
information and knowledge in the transit industry more easily available. But in a few cases, we
needed to develop and propose new information on how to integrate sustainability into transit
agencies. These sections of the Routemap contain strategic approaches and recommendations
from the consultant team’s own research and professional experience.
 Best Practice Examples — Notable practices by transit agencies that can be replicated, along
with best practices from other industries that could be applied in the transit industry.
 Links to Other Resources — Links that lead the user to valuable resources created by other
agencies such as the American Public Transportation Association (APTA), or the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA).

What are the Eight Principles?
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Change Management for Integrating Sustainability is essentially changing sustainability from abstract
concepts a few people are tracking to an integral part of the culture of the transit agency's work. Principles
and strategies presented here have been pulled from leading change management research for both the
private and public sector, the professional expertise of the consultant team, and the oversight panel.
 Mission and Vision: deep integration of sustainability within the mission, vision, and core goals
of the transit agency
 Leadership from the Top: Chief Executives, Boards, and Senior Management prioritizing
sustainability
 Intra-Agency Partnerships: decision-making and implementation oversight by cross-agency
teams
 Inspiring Employees: informing, engaging, and inspiring employees, defining every employee’s
role in sustainability
 Funding and Resources: dedicated sustainability staff and adequate funding
 Decision-Making: incorporation of sustainability into existing decision-making tools including
workplans, performance evaluations, budget prioritization, and procurement
 Performance & Accountability: progress tracking metrics and accountability systems for
managers, employees, and the Board
 Public Engagement: gaining public recognition and support for transit agency sustainability
initiatives

How to Use the Routemap
The Routemap is an interactive PDF is designed to be navigated by clicking on buttons, rather than
"scrolling" through. Along the way users will see external links that will open a resource in a web
browser as well as internal links that lead to pages within the Routemap. While viewing with Adobe
software, it is also possible to search the PDF using either CTRL+F (Windows PCs) or CMD+F (Mac).
For users just starting (or re-starting) a sustainability program, we recommend:
 Take a high level tour of the Routemap to understand all its components, including the eight
principles
 Start with the principles of Mission and Vision, Intra-Agency Partnerships, and Performance and
Accountability
 Pick one or two principles to work on
Users don’t have to do everything described in the Routemap to be successful, but it will help users to
have a comprehensive awareness of the Routemap’s content.
For users with well-established sustainability programs, we recommend:
 Do a deeper dive into one or two principles that you feel need the most work at your transit
agency
 Identify suggestions and leads that can help their particular situation
 Reach out to transit agencies that inspire them
 Explore cross-linkages between the principles
We have included a checklist of actions with the final tool that will also help orient users toward actions
described in the Routemap. The checklist will help users prioritize those actions that they learn about in
exploring the Routemap and track progress toward their goals.

3.2 Introducing the S+ROI Calculator
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What is S+ROI? Evaluating the Triple Bottom Line
In the past, evaluating sustainability projects for transit agencies could be tricky business. Was it total cost
of ownership (TCO) or return on investment (ROI)? Would you save money, emissions, or both by
reducing fuel use? How could projects be compared on truly equal footing? And how could evaluations
capture all 3 parts of the triple bottom line: Environmental, Social, and Economic sustainability?
The S+ROI Calculator simplifies the sustainability evaluation process by combining existing methods
into a single, standardized approach. The Calculator captures every part of the triple bottom line for which
a broadly applicable and agreed upon quantification methodology is available in practice.
The Internal Cost-Benefit (C-B) Estimator quantifies 2 parts of the triple bottom line. Economic
sustainability–in this case, financial sustainability for the transit agency–is calculated as total cost of
ownership (TCO). That means that all capital and operating costs and savings (relative to the no project
alternative) are accounted for over the full lifetime of the project. To keep the calculator simple to use,
users will need to average any annual costs or resource savings over the project lifetime. The calculator
also assumes that all initial costs are incurred in the first year of the project. These simplifications lead to
slightly different results than if one calculated specific cash in-flows and out-flows for every year of the
project.
Environmental sustainability is quantified as internal resource savings, including reducing use of energy
and water and production of waste and emissions. While projects can have internal social sustainability
benefits, such as improving the quality of life for employees, those kinds of benefits aren't generalizable
and quantifiable just yet.
The External Benefits Estimator quantifies all 3 parts of the triple bottom line. Economic sustainability is
quantified as the total amount of money saved by regional residents by taking transit. Environmental
sustainability is quantified as regional savings in fuel use and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Social
sustainability is quantified as reduced traffic fatalities and obesity rates. There are other benefits of transit
to the region, but the types included here are the ones that are readily quantifiable using existing, agreed
upon methods for any project that supports transit ridership.
So what is S+ROI? It's the sum of all the benefits described above. It's the internal economic (financial)
and environmental benefits plus regional economic, social, and environmental benefits from transit
ridership (if applicable).

How to Use the Calculator
The Calculator contains two separate estimators. Depending on the project in question, users may use
either or both of the estimators.
The Internal Cost-Benefit (C-B) Estimator evaluates a transit agency's total cost of ownership (TCO) for a
proposed sustainability project. It also evaluates environmental resource savings, such as electricity and
emissions, due to a sustainability project.
The External Benefits Estimator evaluates benefits from transit that accrue to the region in which the
transit service operates. This estimator can be used in two different ways. First, it can be used to evaluate
a proposed project that would increase transit ridership. Second, it can be used to evaluate the benefits of
ridership on existing service. The benefits estimated here accrue to the region because people ride transit
instead of driving. Therefore, this estimator is not applicable to projects that do not affect transit ridership.
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The Resource Library
There are many different types of transit sustainability projects, from energy efficiency upgrades in
maintenance facilities, to water conservation projects, to bus rapid transit (BRT) lines. The breadth of
projects is too large to even list comprehensively. In order to make a tool that could evaluate every
conceivable type of project, we kept the inputs in this calculator rather generic.
The user of the tool has to estimate specific types of costs and savings for his or her particular project. To
help with that, we've created the Resource Library tab. On this tab users will find links to resources that
can help them estimate specific inputs for projects involving vehicle fuels, renewable energy, energy
efficiency, water conservation, waste diversion, and materials & construction.

3.3 Looking Towards Version 2.0
Sustainability Routemap v2.0
In sharing the working prototype, draft final, and final versions of the Sustainability Routemap, the
project team received a lot of positive feedback. We also heard ideas about the how the Routemap could
evolve in future versions.
In comments from many users, we heard a desire to see more examples of actions with social and
economic benefits highlighted in the tool. While available examples from transit agencies tend to focus
more on environmental benefits, the Routemap could serve as a tool to make social and economic
sustainability more broadly understood. The project team agrees that social and economic sustainability
need more time in the spotlight. As transit agencies make progress on those topics, a Routemap v2.0
could also give them more emphasis.
We also heard from users that the Routemap could become an integral part of APTA’s Sustainability
Commitment. The Commitment focuses heavily on sustainability metrics and targets and less so on
change management. The material in the Routemap could help to guide signatories toward higher levels
of achievement through program development and change management. A Routemap v2.0 could more
directly complement the existing Sustainability Commitment by providing a more robust set of actions
that signatories can take to earn achievement.
It is our hope as a project team that a future version of the Routemap will also evolve in two more ways:
First, we hope that the Sustainability Routemap v2.0 can become a fully interactive web-based tool. The
Routemap seeks to serve a broad audience, and one if its primary functions is to help guide users toward
material that will be helpful to them. A web-based or app-based interface would provide much more
flexibility to design for ease of navigation than the PDF format does. In addition, websites and apps lend
themselves more naturally to being updated over time. The current version of the Routemap is a snapshot
of practices in 2017. As sustainability programs at transit agencies continue to grow and evolve, the
Routemap should grow and evolve with them.
Second, we hope that version 2.0 will have a feature that supports community interaction and dialogue. A
web- or app-based Routemap could include a forum for sharing new practices as they evolve, testing them
across different transit agencies, and promoting the ones that work for inclusion in the Routemap.

S+ROI Calculator v2.0
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The S+ROI Calculator was also well-received, but we already see opportunities for improvement in a
version 2.0.
Comments that we received generally fell into one of two categories:
 suggestions for additional metrics that the Calculator could estimate
 request to make the Calculator easier or more intuitive to use
More metrics are not necessarily better. Still, all of the suggestions for additional metrics that we received
have their own merits. They include:
 Reduced construction waste
 Social cost of carbon
 Reduced stormwater effluent
 Job creation
The S+ROI Calculator version 2.0 could include different pathways for different project types. For
example, there could be different input screens for:
 Capital projects involving major construction
 Projects that change the transit rider’s experience
 Energy efficiency projects
 Projects that affect water use or water quality
Creating different pathways would allow for more specific terminology and metrics that apply to some
project types and not to others. Users could also choose which metrics they would like to see as outputs.
For example, for a strict financial feasibility analysis, a user may not be interested in applying the social
cost of carbon to GHG reductions generated by the project. However, a different user who is interested in
conducting a more theoretical cost-benefit analysis may wish to include the social cost of carbon.
Our greatest hope for the S+ROI Calculator is that it can become a commonly used—even standard—tool
for evaluation of sustainability project at transit agencies. That would help to create a common language
around these types of evaluations. It would also help to generate a library of real project evaluations that
peer agencies could use to get a sense of project feasibility before conducting their own analyses. Like the
Routemap, the S+ROI Calculator could become a sort of platform for community knowledge sharing.
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4 Conclusion
Project TCRP H-53, Tools for a Sustainable Transit Agency, took a unique approach for a Cooperative
Research Program project. More than just conducting a research project and sharing the results, the
project team set out to address a specific need—of transit agencies for better tools and guidance—without
initially knowing how we would address that need. We used a user-centered design process to explore
many aspects of that need and to settle on two tools that we would build: the Sustainability Routemap and
the S+ROI Calculator.
Along the way, we heard about many more needs than we could address in this project. We took on just
two needs:
 transit agencies need guidance on integrating sustainability programs in how their agencies do
business
 transit agencies need a simple, universal way to evaluate the costs and benefits of potential
projects and investments
But even these were larger in scope than the two tools we produced. We believe that our tools will
provide enduring utility to sustainability staff at transit agencies, but we found that we had to continually
refine and narrow their scope throughout our process in our to complete them. The Sustainability
Routemap could have many more times the content that it does. And the Calculator could include many
more algorithms to make providing inputs even simpler for users.
What we have accomplished with these two tools is to provide a solid starting point for addressing those
two needs that we identified. We as a project team sincerely hope that users will find the tools compelling
enough to invest in learning how to use them, to promote their use among peers, and to advocate for
continual improvements.
We consider this project a successful application of a relatively new approach to research—user-centered
design. We could never have designed the tools we did without the genuine interest and support of our
Panel members and many other sustainability staff at transit agencies who stepped in to describe their
experiences and their needs, to test our tools and give us feedback, and to imagine the possibilities with
us.
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Appendix A: First Iteration Tool Design Briefs
During the course of the project we generated many ideas and plans for tools that we did not ultimately
create. This section provides information about those ideas that were not advanced, so that future projects
might development some of the most promising ones.
Table A-1. Summary assessments of tool ideas

Tool idea

What is it?

1. Green bus
fleet tool

Spreadsheet-based tool
to quantify costs and
benefits of different
vehicle options

2a. Criteria for
budget
prioritization

List of criteria and
questions to
incorporate into
budgeting mechanisms

2b. “Greening
the system” vs.
“greening the
region”

Spreadsheet to
compare benefits of
operational
improvements with
regional benefits of
transit (reducing
VMT)
Organizational charts
and case studies best
practices for
structuring
sustainability
programs
Case studies and
guidance that help
transit agencies
navigate key decisions
in establishing a
sustainability program
Case studies of
innovative practices in
fostering buy-in
among employees

3a. Case studies
of governance
models

3b.
Sustainability
program road
map

3c. Employee
incentive
program

Opportunities and
potential benefits
Every transit agency
purchases buses; there is
a common set of green
technology options
(hybrids, alternative
fuels)
There are many existing
tools for analyzing return
on investment for
sustainability strategies
that can support
budgeting for
sustainability
There are separate sets of
tools that quantify both
operational and regional
benefits that could be
better aligned

There are general
resources on transit
agency governance and
sustainability program
management
Transit agencies at all
stages in program
development can benefit
from guidance

Getting buy-in from
employees is critical to
transit agency-wide
sustainability program
implementation

Challenges
Bus technologies
are evolving
rapidly

Level of
effort
High

Budgeting
processes vary
widely

Medium

Many transit
agencies do not
have control over
land use and other
factors that affect
regional benefits

High

Transit agency
organizational
structures vary so
widely it may be
hard to create
general guidance
Transit agencies
may not be similar
enough to develop
a single road map

Low to
medium

Not all transit
agencies have
dedicated budgets
for sustainability

Low to
medium

A-1
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Procurement
processes vary
widely

High

Variation between
transit agencies
may require
developing
numerous options
Need to identify
core standards
against which
programs can be
compared
Need to identify
core standards
against which
programs can be
compared

High

Would require a
very complex tool
to account for the
wide variation in
metrics and
protocols
Review of best
Could help transit
Transit agencies
7a.
may have limited
Communication practices among transit agencies navigate the
agencies that are
bewildering array of
effort available to
best practices
actively
communication platforms deviate from
communicating
currently available
existing websites,
sustainability efforts
reports, etc.
May be difficult to
Compelling visuals and
Interactive tool that
7b.
summary fact sheets offer account for
Communication helps transit agencies
different transit
a concise method for
develop interactive
material
graphics or fact sheets communicating complex agency graphic
development
templates
program efforts
to communicate
tool
successes

High

4a. Lifecycle
cost/ ROI tool

Spreadsheet tool and
guidance to help guide
decisions when
purchasing green
buses

4b.
Procurement
manual
assembly tool

Catalog of sample
policy text and
procurement language
to support green bus
procurement
Survey tool that
identifies gaps in
sustainability
programs and potential
solutions
Guidance document to
help transit agencies
identify gaps in
sustainability
programs and potential
solutions
Spreadsheet tool that
simplifies data
collection, metric
calculation, and
visualization

5a. Interactive
self-assessment
survey

5b. Assessment
manual

6.
Sustainability
tracking tool

With ROI driving
procurement decisions,
incorporating
sustainability costs and
benefits is key to shifting
the decision making
Transit agencies can
build on best practices to
design a procurement
approach that fits best for
them
Fills a key gap; there is
no guidance on how to
establish a transit agency
sustainability program
Fills a key gap; there is
no guidance on how to
establish a transit agency
sustainability program

Could streamline the
burdensome process of
collecting data and
produce more appealing
results

High

Medium

Medium

High

The fact sheets on the following pages summarize our research and first iteration tool ideas in each topic
area.
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Appendix B: Second Iteration Tool Proposals
Cost-Benefit Case Study Database
Need for Tool
The APTA Sustainability Commitment focuses on identifying sustainability metrics and targets
and defining actions to meet these targets. However, there is little guidance on what resources
(e.g., equipment costs, staff time) are necessary to implement different sustainability strategies or
to start up a sustainability program. When staff propose new sustainability projects to leadership,
the first question is often “how much will this cost?” Sustainability staff need better information
on the costs and benefits of sustainability programs and strategies in order to identify the right
approaches, give a realistic estimate of costs, and help others within their transit agencies
understand what benefits they can expect in return for this investment. Several interviewees
highlighted this need during our conversations with transit agency sustainability staff:
 “A tool that pulls together commonly used and effective strategies, and includes info on
how they were financed, would be extremely helpful. Something like a collection of case
studies that relate to proven, successful sustainability projects by government agencies
would be great.” (San Francisco Municipal Transit Authority)
 “We’re struggling with building support among Division Chiefs for a sustainability
program. Communication materials with success stories from other agencies would be
helpful.” (Chicago Transit Authority)
 “Budget decisions tend to be from year to year, unless it’s for a very large project. This
means it is difficult to set up strategies and projects to meet proposed targets with
uncertain funding.” (Bay Area Rapid Transit)
This tool will provide transit agencies with the information they need to communicate the costs
and benefits of different sustainability strategies so that they can build support for sustainability
within their agencies and better integrate sustainability into transit agency work plans. Rather
than quantifying costs and benefits, the tool will provide case studies that staff can use to build a
compelling case for different sustainability strategies based on the unique needs of their transit
agencies.

Target Audience for Tool(s)
This tool would satisfy the needs of several different target audiences within transit agencies:
 Sustainability staff need easy access to information on the costs and benefits of
sustainability strategies so that they can make the case for investing in sustainability to
others within their transit agency. These staff often have a strong technical understanding
of sustainability strategies, but often have limited time to conduct research or identify
best practices from among their peers. In order to help their transit agencies innovate,
they need information that will be compelling to decision makers and other staff.
 Decision makers need a comprehensive, high-level understanding of the costs and
benefits of different strategies so that they can choose those that make the most sense
within the overall mission and constraints of their transit agency. They need concise, nontechnical descriptions of costs and benefits because they generally have a lot of
information to process in limited time. Decision makers can be conservative about
pursuing new strategies and want to consider how a decision will affect all aspects of a
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transit agency’s work, so they need information that is grounded in case studies of peer
agencies.
Division staff (e.g., maintenance staff, drivers) need to understand how sustainability
strategies will improve their jobs on a day-to-day basis in order to implement these
strategies.

Form and Main Functions of the Tool
The tool will be an interactive database of case studies of transit agencies implementing different
sustainability strategies. “Sustainability strategies” would be defined broadly to include both
specific actions that transit agencies undertake to make progress toward sustainability targets
(e.g., procuring hybrid buses, using energy-efficient lighting) or organizational strategies (e.g.,
forming an internal sustainability team, hiring a dedicated sustainability staff person). Each case
study would include:
 A brief description of the strategy.
 Information on the policies, goals, targets, or decisions that motivated the transit agency
to pursue the strategy.
 A description of how the transit agency implemented the strategy, including alternatives
considered and successes and challenges.
 A discussion of the costs and benefits of the strategy. This would include information on
both quantitative (e.g., cost of purchasing equipment, staff hours required, fuel
conserved) and qualitative (e.g., staff education needs, increased buy-in from decision
makers, increased driver satisfaction) costs and benefits.
Case studies would be catalogued to allow users would be able to search the case studies in a
variety of ways:
 Users who want to find information on specific strategies that they are considering would
be able to search by keyword or by strategy type (e.g., sustainable fuels, water
conservation, organizational sustainability)
 Users who want to find information that is relevant to their transit agency would be able
to search by transit agency characteristics (e.g., transit agency size, location, modes
operated)
 Users who want to understand which strategies will be most effective at addressing a
particular need would be able to search by benefit type (e.g., saving money, improving
service, improving staff satisfaction)
In addition, related case studies would be cross-referenced so that users can quickly identify a
variety of case studies on a given strategy. The tool would also include high-level summaries of
different strategy types, with links to related case studies, so that first-time users and users in the
initial stage of adopting a sustainability program could better understand the information that the
tool offers and how to use it.
We are proposing to develop this tool as an interactive PDF so that it can be easily distributed
without requiring ongoing maintenance, as a web-based tool would. However, this tool could be
further developed as an online tool, including as an update to APTA’s Sustainability Forum,
which includes the capability for users to comment and give feedback on different questions and
strategies, outside the scope of this project. For an example of a searchable online database of
transportation case studies that is similar to what we are proposing, see the Transportation Project
Impact Case Studies database )TPICS; http://www.tpics.us/). This SHRP2 research project,
which ICF supported, contains 100 case studies of transportation projects, with information on
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project characteristics, objectives, impacts, and contextual information (e.g., location, information
on local land use change and policies).

User Journey Map
The user journey map in Figure B-1 below illustrates how users with different needs could find
the information they need using the tool, what key takeaways might be, and what users could do
with this information.
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Key Questions and Uncertainties
Are there enough examples of transit agencies that have pursued sustainability strategies that we
can come to general conclusions about the costs and benefits of different strategies? For some
strategies (e.g., alternative fuels and vehicles, forming a sustainability program) we are likely to
find a large number of examples, while for others we may not. The advantage of a case studybased approach rather than a more quantitative approach is that we do not have to definitively
quantify costs and benefits; rather we will present the information that is available and give users
the necessary contextual details to help them determine whether a particular case study is relevant
to their transit agency.
How detailed do case studies and information on costs and benefits need to be to inform decision
making and be meaningful to users? This would be an excellent question to test with the user
focus group. If users request more detail, we may recommend focusing on a smaller group of the
most widely-pursued strategies so that we can provide more detailed case studies or create more
reliable estimates of costs and benefits. If users are comfortable with less detailed information,
the tool would likely be able to cover a wider breadth of strategies.
How frequently will the tool need to be updated in order to remain useful? This would be another
good question for the user focus group, since the project budget does not cover the cost of
maintaining the tool. If the tool needs to be updated frequently because the state of the practice is
evolving so quickly, we may want to focus more time on developing the structure of the tool so
that users could add their own case study information rather than developing content. If the
information that we are proposing to include in the tool would be useful, but the tool itself would
be too labor-intensive to update, we could create a report instead, which would leave more scope
to create other tools.

Scope of Work and Estimated Level of Effort for Tool(s)
Key tasks in tool development include:
1. Conduct research to identify and categorize potential case studies
2. Develop case study database structure with input from user focus group
3. Select case studies and conduct follow-up research and interviews to develop case study
content
4. Develop interactive PDF, with input from user focus group
We estimate that the cost to develop 100 case studies and house them in an engaging, interactive
PDF website would be in the $130-150K range.
It would be possible to reduce the scope of this tool in order to allow us to devote more budget to
developing other tools. Some alternatives that would decrease the level of effort needed to
develop this tool are:
 Reducing the number of case studies: We believe that in order for this tool to be broadly
applicable we would need to include a large number of case studies. However, we could
still create a useful pilot version tool that is populated with fewer case studies, but can be
further updated in the future. We estimate that reducing the number of case studies from
100 to 50 would reduce the cost by roughly $35K. However, these savings may be offset
by additional design costs if we need to make it easy for users not versed in programming
to add new content to the database in the future.
 Creating a static report instead of an interactive PDF: The sustainability staff we
interviewed have limited time to read documents, and creating a user-friendly interactive
document will help to make sure that this project reaches the widest possible audience.
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However, the case studies that are at the heart of this tool could also be summarized in a
Word report. We estimate that producing a report instead of an online tool would reduce
the cost by roughly $40K.

Sustainability Change Management Roadmap
Need for Tool
Transit agencies often find that there are barriers to fully mobilizing a sustainability program,
because sustainability programs impact each department in an organization differently. Barriers
can include short-term budget planning, narrowly-focused assignments, and team silos. Without a
more comprehensive outlook, sustainability teams find themselves negotiating for time and
staffing to navigate these challenges. Ensuring that sustainability practice is integrated into all
aspects of transit agency work requires planning, leadership, and organizational skills, but transit
agencies that undertake this work often see benefits from increasing transparency, refreshing staff
work plans, clarifying budget priorities, and modernizing evaluation methods for employee
performance.
As transit agencies seek to implement more far-reaching organizational changes in order to
increase sustainability, they increasingly need a tailored approach to “change management.” The
Victoria Transport Policy Institute defines “change management” as “special effort … to
overcome the normal inertia of people and organizations to new approaches and practices, even if
they are significantly better overall in the long run.” http://www.vtpi.org/tdm/tdm114.htmThere
is extensive information on organizational and change management, but little guidance on how
this information might apply to transit agencies needs and structures. This tool will provide transit
agencies with a process and best practices for applying change management to integrate and
implement sustainability throughout a transit agency. The tool will be organized in a simple
roadmap that describes the key steps that transit agencies face when implementing an agencywide sustainability program, as well as the barriers that transit agencies face along the way and
potential solutions. This would benefit transit agencies by:
 Helping leaders better connect sustainability goals and actions to organizational goals and
priorities in decision making.
 Clarifying how different roles within sustainability programs, such as executive
committees, steering committees, executive-level program leads, and dedicated
sustainability staff contribute to success.
 Improving employee engagement to help develop “champions” among staff.

Target Audience
Several transit agencies with mature sustainability programs, including King County Metro,
SFMTA, TriMet, UTA, and AAATA, mentioned during our initial interviews that they need
guidance on integrating sustainability throughout their operations and cultures. We assume that
transit agencies that are just starting out with their sustainability efforts would also find this tool
useful once they get past the initial stages of setting up their programs. Key potential audiences
for this tool include:
 Decision makers at transit agencies seeking to improve and mainstream sustainability
approaches.
 Transit agencies seeking ideas for employee engagement, or overcoming barriers to
change internally such as balancing capital and operations decisions.
 Transit agencies seeking to improve performance and overall integration of more holistic
and triple bottom line thinking by staff at all levels.
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Sustainability staff looking for ways to communicate potential roles, understand
programs to increase engagement, and assistance in overall re-orientation of transit
agency goals.

Form and Main Functions of the Tool
The tool will consist of an interactive PDF that is organized around a roadmap that outlines of
key steps in the process of building a sustainability program. Based on the work that team
members have done with various transit agency sustainability programs, these steps might
include:
● Create Sustainability Champions
● Communicate Agency Values
● Clarify Expectations
● Create Tools for Governance
● Set Targets and Monitor Results
At each step, the tool will include the following content:
 Common barriers that transit agencies encounter at this point in the process. Barriers can
allow transit agencies to self-assess, compare their experience to others, and clarify
expectations.
 Considerations that might affect how transit agencies make progress on each step. For
example, a transit agency may take a different approach to creating sustainability
champions in a service planning department, where members are more likely to sit in a
central office, than with drivers, who typically work out in the field. Setting expectations
for administrative staff may look different for contract employees than for planning staff.
 Solutions to help transit agencies resolve barriers, based on best practices from both
general guidance on change management and detailed discussions with transit agencies.
Solutions could come in a variety of formats; potential solutions include:
o Organizational frameworks or charts illustrating different ways of structuring a
sustainability program and engaging staff and describing key roles
o Sample employee evaluations that consider sustainability when assessing
performance.
o Employee engagement tools to promote sustainability, including outreach
campaigns, crowd sourcing of sustainability strategies, and contests or challenges
o Guidance on establishing incentive programs, such as revolving funds for
sustainability, or financial incentives for improved sustainability performance
o Guidance or case studies on applying life-cycle analysis or otherwise accounting
for long-term benefits when making budget decisions.
o Tools and methods for engaging board members
o Case studies on transit agency use of and benefits from third-party sustainability
certifications such as Envision, Invest, or LEED
o Templates for graphic communication with employees, such as reporting
dashboards or fact sheets

User Journey Map
The user will be able to access the information contained in the tool by:
 Working through the roadmap of key actions for change management, taking a holistic
approach to integrating sustainability.
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Searching for barriers common to transit agencies of different sizes, management
structures, etc. to target specific challenges. Barriers will be encapsulated in an FAQ for
easy navigation by users.
Selecting specific solutions that are most relevant to his/her work.

The user journey map below illustrates how users with different needs could find the information
they need using the tool, what key take-aways might be, and what users could do with this
information.
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Key Questions and Uncertainties
Are departmental and organizational structures similar enough between transit agencies that we
could make recommendations about integrating sustainability that are broadly applicable across
all transit agencies? The answer to this question will shape the format of the roadmap that is at
the center of this tool. If we find a lot of consistency among transit agencies, we will be able to
create more prescriptive guidance, but if not we will create a more flexible framework that will
guide users to key information based on how their transit agency is structured. Less consistency
may also mean that it requires more effort to create this tool, because we will need to account for
wider variety.
Are there common barriers to different departments (e.g., maintenance, finance) leading the
charge on sustainability, or are barriers more a function of cultures within individual
organizations? If there are common departmental barriers, we will be able to draw more from
case studies of and interviews with transit agencies to develop the solutions included in the tool.
If barriers are more a function of organizational culture, we may draw more upon general
guidance on change management.

Scope of Work and Estimated Level of Effort for Tool(s)
Key tasks in tool development include:
1. Research common barriers to integrating sustainability
2. Develop change management roadmap
3. Develop solutions, potentially addressing the following areas:
a. Employee engagement
b. Key roles and governance structures
c. Communicating about sustainability
5. Develop final product
Below we discuss in detail the work plan for each of these tasks. We estimate that the cost to
develop an interactive PDF with engaging graphics and links for easy navigation will be between
$110K and $135K, assuming that the tool includes eight solutions. The solutions will be the most
labor-intensive part of the tool to develop, so we can scale the project up or down by including
more/fewer solutions.
1. Research common barriers to integrating sustainability
The team will compile common barriers to implementing change and integrating
sustainability practices at transit agencies, through conversations with focus groups. We
expect barriers to be operational, i.e. lack of resources, budgetary silos, chain of
command; or managerial, such as passive resistance and inertia refusing to engage in
problem solving, fear of losing power or position, absence of skills an employee might
need after the change. Other barriers might be political, such as lack of external support
for a sustainability program, or failure to communicate values. The tool will explore and
organize the most common barriers.
2. Develop change management roadmap
Our next step will be to organize barriers into a roadmap for managing change and
identify potential solutions. We will draw upon the interviews conducted under Task 1, as
well as key resources on change management, both those that are specific to
transportation and general guidance. Potential resources include:
 Aguirre and Alpern. “10 Principles of Leading Change Management” ISSUE
75, Summer 2014.
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Cambridge Systematics (2003), Emerging New Paradigms, A Guide to
Fundamental Change in Local Public Transportation Organizations, TCRP
Report 97, Transit Cooperative Research Program, Transportation Research
Board (www.trb.org).
GIZ (2011), Changing Course in Urban Transport- An Illustrated
Guide, Sustainable Urban Transport Project (www.sutp.org) Asia and GIZ;
at www.sutp.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=2825.
Managing Change in State Departments of Transportation Scan 1 of 8 –
Innovations in Strategic Leadership and Measurement for State DOTs (2001)
NCHRP, TRB web document 39 (project SP20-24{14})
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_w391.pdfhttp://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/nchrp/nchrp_w39-1.pdf

We will review the roadmap with the user groups and the panel to ensure that it is
broadly applicable to and useful for transit agencies.
3. Develop solutions
Once we have finalized the framework, we will develop solutions to address key barriers
at each step of the process outlined in the roadmap. The content of solutions will vary
widely; below we describe some potential approaches to what we anticipate will be key
focus areas for the tool.
3a. Employee engagement
The goals and objectives of sustainability are often devised by one group of staff, and
undertaken by others - not only by different departments but also at different levels
within an organization. This element of the tool focuses on motivators and employee
incentive programs, campaigns, and/or process redesign workshops to generate buy-in
among employees. The team may research general best practices in employee
engagement or conduct an employee engagement survey among participating transit
agencies. Potential solutions in this area might include:
 Evaluation language that incorporates sustainability into annual performance reviews.
 Best practices for introducing innovation and sustainability into multi layered
organizations of similar scale and complexity.
3b. Key roles and governance structures
Our research shows few examples of sample organization-charts that are specific to
transit agency sustainability programs. We would conduct interviews with transit
agencies with successful sustainability programs and review resources on transit agency
governance, such as:
 TCRP project J-11 /Task 10 Regional Organizational Models for Public
Transportation 2011
http://www.apta.com/resources/reportsandpublications/Documents/Organizational_M
odels_TCRP_J11_Task10.pdfhttp://www.apta.com/resources/reportsandpublicat
ions/Documents/Organizational_Models_TCRP_J11_Task10.pdf
 TCRP Report 85 Public Transit Board Governance Guidebook, 2002
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_85.pdfhttp://onlinepubs.trb.org/o
nlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_85.pdf
Potential solutions in this area might include:
 Case studies of governance models by transit agency size and/or type.
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Sample organizational charts that illustrate how transit sustainability teams operate
and define key roles for staff, decision-makers, and committees.
http://onlinepubs.trb.org/onlinepubs/tcrp/tcrp_rpt_85.pdf

3c. Communicating about sustainability
Many transit agencies communicate progress on sustainability outcomes to the public,
and some have launched internal campaigns to communicate initiatives to employees.
However, there has been little review of how well these campaigns have worked, or
guidance on best practices. We would review examples of transit agency communication
campaigns and conduct evaluation interviews with staff. Potential solutions in this area
might include:
 Templates or best-practice examples of common visual communication tools, such as
metrics dashboards and fact sheets.
 Case studies or best practices of sustainability communication campaigns.
4. Develop final product
The final product would be a visually engaging interactive PDF with links to help users
navigate between related content and find the information of greatest interest to them. We
will work with the user focus group to develop the overall structure and look of the PDF
to ensure that it is an engaging, useful resource.
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Sustainable Bus Fleets: Planning and Procurement Tool
Need for Tool
Emerging technologies and the sustainability imperative leave transit agencies with this perennial
question: What bus propulsion technologies should we plan for in the long term, and how do we
best procure them in the short term? Complicating this question are:
 Legacy technologies, which are entrenched in operating and maintenance infrastructure
and practices
 Local and state emissions regulations, which incentivize different technologies in
different regions
 Grant programs that fund the purchase of emerging technology buses, but cannot be
counted on in future years
 Low bid procurement processes, which tends to penalize procurements with higher, up
front capital costs that result in either lower life cycle operating costs or reduced future
capital investments.
 Additional legal, policy and financial factors that constrain the procurement processes
of individual transit agencies
Buses are the largest cyclical capital procurement for most transit agencies. They are also the
largest consumers of energy and emitters of GHGs and criteria pollutants for most transit
agencies. Issues related to bus technology evaluation and procurement were cited by 7 of our
original interviewees:
 Jessica Brandt, of Intercity Transit in Olympia, WA, suggested a vehicle purchase
scenario tool to evaluate the life cycle costs of vehicle technologies to determine if hybrid
buses really deliver as promised as well as a tool to support sustainable procurement.
 Steve Jenks of NJ Transit noted that the procurement process does not always support
sustainability project effectively.
 Connie Krisak, of MARTA in Atlanta, was interested in a way to structure any major bid
to reflect return on investment.
 Jane Sullivan, of Champaign Urbana MTD expressed interest in measuring the
incremental benefits of specifying hybrid rather than diesel buses, such as emissions and
fuel consumption.
 Autumn Salamack and Gary Prince of King County Metro in Seattle hoped to obtain a
consensus on the pros and cons, and life cycle costs of various fuels and emerging
technologies.
 Michael Moreno and Amy Cummings of RTC in Las Vegas have struggled with the
effect of demand charges on the return in investment for the electric buses.
 Eric Hesse, Bob Hastings, and Stephanie Colleran of Tri Met in Portland looked for good
life cycle models that could guide vehicle selection choices as well as guidance to support
integrating sustainability in vehicle specifications.

Target Audience for Tool
The vast majority of transit agencies operate buses. This tool will accommodate the needs of all
bus transit agencies, large and small, by incorporating a range of bus types including:
 Cutaways
 Body-on-frame
 Larger buses
In addition, the tool will address the varying procurement needs of transit agencies organized as a
department of a city, county or regional government, a partially independent public authority, or a
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privatized operation with some type of government oversight and contract. The latter is
increasingly common among smaller transit agencies.
Within a given transit agency, users and beneficiaries of the tool may include:
 Sustainability planners, who will have a more rigorous and straightforward way to
evaluate long-term technology investments
 Procurement staff charged with preparing bid documents
 Bus operating departments who serve on the stakeholder committees developing the
specifications.
 The Board, which will have increased confidence that the procurement reflects proven
practices in sustainability, functionality, and consistency with laws, regulations and
policies.
Manufacturers and suppliers may indirectly benefit from both the RFPs which are outcomes from
this tool and from greater transparency in the procurement process. Manufacturers will be better
positioned to bid on the anticipated specifications, and their suppliers will be better positioned to
provide components and services.

Form and Main Functions of the Tool
Figure B-3 summarizes the key functions of the Sustainable Bus Fleets tool.
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We divide the tool into two parts:
 Part I: Technology Analysis
 Part II: Procurement Language Library
Part I wholly contains the analytical portion of the tool, including the quantitative comparison of costs
and emissions. Part I would take the form of an Excel spreadsheet. We envision the analysis in Part I
consisting of 2 main steps.
Step 1a: Evaluate lifecycle costs + benefits will compare at a high-level different types of bus
propulsion systems in terms of:
 Simple payback period
 Total cost of ownership (TCO)
 Lifecycle petroleum consumption, GHG emissions, and criteria air pollutant emissions
The Argonne National Laboratory’s AFLEET tool provides a starting point for transit agencies to
evaluate alternative technologies for propulsion systems. AFLEET provides inputs including:
 Vehicle propulsion type
 Number of vehicles
 Annual mileage/vehicle
 Vehicle price
 Fuel price
 Years of planned vehicle ownership
 Loan, loan terms, and discount rate
Figure B-4 shows the AFLEET inputs table.
Figure B-4: Key Inputs Table in AFLEET

Primary Vehicle Location
State

ILLINOIS

Heavy-Duty Vehicle Information
Vehicle Type

Transit Bus

Heavy-Duty Fuel Type
Gasoline
Diesel
All-Electric Vehicle (EV)
Diesel Hybrid Electric Vehicle
(HEV)
Diesel Hydraulic Hybrid (HHV)
Biodiesel (B20)
Biodiesel (B100)
Ethanol (E85)
Propane (LPG)
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
LNG / Diesel Pilot Ignition

Number of
Heavy-Duty
Vehicles
0
0
0

Annual
Vehicle
Mileage
0
35,000
0

Fuel
Economy
(MPGGE)
2.9
3.5
9.9

Purchase
Price
($/Vehicle)
$0
$300,000
$0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

35,000
0
35,000
35,000
0
0
35,000
35,000
0

4.9
4.5
3.5
3.5
2.9
3.2
3.0
3.0
3.5

$510,000
$0
$300,000
$300,000
$0
$0
$360,000
$350,000
$0
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AFLEET provides a starting point from which this tool will build. While AFLEET is copyrighted by
Argonne National Laboratories, its background data are publicly available and can be used to create a
similar tool.
Specifically, our proposed tool would improve on AFLEET by tailoring the tool to the needs of transit
agencies—removing non-transit vehicle types and perhaps adding additional sub-categories of buses (e.g.
cutaway, 40 ft, 60 ft).
Step 1b: Evaluate qualitative operational factors provides a context specific layer of analysis to
compare the transit agency’s current bus technology with a single alternative technology in terms of
factors that are challenging to quantify—like disruptions to maintenance procedures and service planning.
This step could also include an analysis of impacts on financial operations by illuminating the impact of
alternative technologies on different sources of funding: capital, operating, and grant funding.
Part II of the tool will provide links and references to successful bus procurements at other transit
agencies that reflect the specifications justified in Part I.
Part II will be a structured catalog of links to procurement RFPs from transit agencies that have conducted
sustainable bus procurements. These document links will be cross referenced with key bus sustainability
attributes and characteristics. This library of links will provide specifications and contract language that
transit agencies can re-use as templates with customization for local laws and agency policies.
Additional links will be provided to transit agency contacts and best-practice transit agency documents
that establish policies that guide bus procurement, to support transit agencies who need to ask their board
or chief executives to change policy, creating a new long term procurement structure, prior to
implementing a sustainable procurement.

Key Questions and Uncertainties
What is the appropriate level of detail for the quantification portion of the tool? There is a range of
categories and sub-categories of buses the tool could address from the highest level (e.g. diesel hybrid) to
the most specific (e.g. Orion VII Diesel Hybrid-Electric Bus Model Year 2016). In most cases, working
with more specific categories requires either greater effort in the design of the tool, greater effort by the
user of the tool, or both. On the other hand, there may be key decision criteria (such as particular bus
models’ performance on specific routes or terrain) that would be missed by an analysis restricted to the
highest level. Determining the right amount of specificity in Part I will require additional user research.
We plan to use AFLEET as a starting point for this research. It is entirely possible that AFLEET would
turn out to be an acceptable tool already, in which case our tool could merely recommend starting the
analysis with AFLEET.
How much of a challenge is the procurement process itself? Is it enough to merit investment in a tool?
Initial interviews found 4 different transit agencies expressing a need for support with the procurement
process. From this input we generated initial ideas including decision guides for procurement processes.
We conducted follow-up conversations with two members of the User Focus Group about the current
proposal and received mixed feedback on Part II. One participant stated that their procurement staff are
quite capable of putting together a procurement once the desired specs are provided. For her, the
procurement process itself did not seem to be a sticking point. On the other hand, she did think that a
library of procurements from other transit agencies would make the job of procurement staff easier. In
order to scope the right design and level of effort for this tool, we should to gather more feedback about
the core needs of the procurement process.
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How would different stakeholders use the tool either directly or indirectly? How important is it for the
tool to support communication across functions versus support the role of separate functions? As
currently described, the two parts of the tool will probably speak best to different job functions: Part I to
sustainability staff and others engaged in fleet planning, and Part II to procurement staff. However, there
is also a possibility that the tool will have broader applicability. For example, the use of Part I may help to
clarify the conversation around alternative propulsion technologies at multiple levels of the transit agency,
including the Board. There could also be a need for the tool to improve communications between
procurement and non-procurement functions in the transit agency. Gathering additional feedback from the
User Focus Group and the Panel will help us answer these questions.

Scope of Work and Estimated Level of Effort for Tool
Key tasks in tool development include:
 Part I: Technology Analysis
o Gather feedback on AFLEET from users. What currently works well, and what could be
improved?
o Scope inputs and outputs for an improved AFLEET-like analysis (Step 1a), as well as
qualitative analysis of operational factors (Step 1b)
o Gather background data needed to populate the tool
o Design an interface in Microsoft Excel and build it out
 Part II: Procurement Language Library
o Identify and research bus models and specifications that address various goals in
sustainability, such as fuel type, energy consumption, emissions, recyclability and
material composition.
o Identify transit properties that have acquired buses with these specifications, and which
models and attributes are reflected in their fleets.
o Establish a cross referenced index for navigating the archive of documents and links.
o Create a user interface for the index.
The approximate budget needed for the tasks above, assuming that we create a new tool for Step 1a based
on AFLEET, is $70,000.
We could save some budget by:
 Recommending AFLEET as the analytical tool for Step 1a. Not creating our own quantitative
analysis would save $10-$15k.
 Reducing the depth or breadth of the Procurement Language Library. The current budget estimate
assumes inclusion of 12 bus models reflecting a range of specifications, documents provided by
15 transit agencies, and 3 documents included per agency.
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Appendix C: Proposals for Tools Developed
Tool Proposal: Sustainability + Return on
Investment (S+ROI) Tool
Overview
The provisionally named Sustainability + Return on Investment (S+ROI) Tool will guide transit
agency staff through collecting data and conducting calculations to compare the long-term costs
and benefits of sustainability strategies versus conventional alternatives. Transit agencies
typically make investment decisions based on their impact on the capital budget. This makes it
challenging to implement sustainability strategies, which often cost more up front but may save
money over the long term. The S+ROI Tool will make it easy for staff to analyze and compare
the long-term costs and benefits of different strategies so that they can better compare strategy
alternatives and make more informed decisions about which strategies to pursue. The concept
underlying the S+ROI Tool, life-cycle cost analysis, can be challenging to grasp; as Figure C-1
illustrates, the Tool will be designed to help users that have different levels of familiarity with the
concept.
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Figure C-1: Anticip
pated user queestions and S+
+ROI Tool ansswers

S
Tool will
w be an Exccel spreadsheeet that quantiffies financial metrics, incluuding:
The S+ROI
 life-cycle costs,
c
which measure
m
the total lifetime ccost of implem
menting a strrategy
 initial costts, which meaasure the up-fr
front costs of iimplementingg a strategy
 payback peeriod, which measures
m
the amount of tim
me it takes foor the long-terrm savings
from a sustainability strrategy to com
mpensate for thhe difference in initial costts between the
strategy an
nd a conventio
onal alternativ
ve
The Tool
T
will quan
ntify these meetrics based on user-entereed data about the initial andd ongoing
costs of both a susttainability strrategy and a business-as-us
b
sual alternativve. It will alsso quantify
comm
monly-used su
ustainability metrics,
m
includ
ding greenhouuse gas (GHG
G) and criteriaa pollutant
reductions, based on
o the anticipated annual savings in resoources (fuel, electricity, w
water, etc.) duee
to thee sustainability
y strategy. Fig
gure C-2 on the
t following page shows aan example oof what the
main sheet for thee S+ROI Tooll might look like, and illusttrates the inpuut data that w
would be
ded by the user as well as the
t metrics th
hat would be iincluded in thhe results.
provid
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The input data and calculations involved in quantifying the financial and sustainability metrics in
the S+ROI Tool area the same regardless of what type of strategy the user is assessing. The Tool
will also include an assumptions sheet where users can view and customize the assumptions
(e.g., inflation rate; discount rate; cost of fuel, electricity and other resources) that underlie the
calculations.
In addition to the sheets described above, which are focused on calculating the internal costs and
benefits of sustainability strategies to transit agencies, the Tool will include a regional benefits
sheet that estimates the broader benefits of transit service. In order to make the Tool simple to use
with the data that is likely to be available to practitioners, we will focus on those benefits that can
be calculated based on transit ridership—including current ridership or the increase in ridership
due to new or improved service. These benefits include:
 Vehicle miles traveled reduced
 Fuel saved
 Greenhouse gas emissions reduced
 Criteria pollutant emissions reduced
 User transportation cost savings
 Reduced obesity rates
 Reduced injuries and fatalities from collisions
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Figure C-2: Examp
ple S+ROI maiin page

The stteps in the caalculation for this
t portion of
o the Tool wiill likely incluude:
1. The user estimates inpu
uts changes in
n service charaacteristics (e.g., frequencyy, speed), and
pplies elasticiities from research to estim
mate the channge in ridershiip. This step is
the Tool ap
optional fo
or users that need
n
assistancce with ridershhip estimates for new or im
mproved
service.
nputs current ridership or the
t estimated increase in riidership due tto new and
2. The user in
improved service.
s
nputs the typee of area served (e.g., urbaan, suburban, rural) and thee approximatee
3. The user in
population
n of the servicce area. The Tool
T
looks up the mode shiift factor for tthe service
area from the
t APTA Grreenhouse Gaas protocol, w
which the userr can modify iif needed.
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4. The Tool applies
a
the mo
ode shift facto
or to the riderrship estimatee to estimate tthe number oof
vehicle trip
ps reduced.
5. The Tool applies
a
the av
verage trip len
ngth (modifiabble by the useer) to the num
mber of vehiclle
trips reducced to estimatte the total red
duction in vehhicle miles traaveled.
6. The Tool applies
a
findin
ngs from reseaarch to the nuumber of new transit trips, vehicle trips
reduced, an
nd the reduction in vehiclee miles traveleed to estimatee the benefitss listed above..

Worrk plan
Note: The followin
ng activities will
w be accom
mplished in Phhase II of the T
TCRP H-53 pproject, withinn
projecct Tasks 5-8. The activity descriptions
d
here
h provide m
more detail abbout how we will develop
the To
ool during Ph
hase II. They do
d not replacee or supersedde Tasks 5-8 aas described inn the overall
Projecct Workplan.
Organizing frameework: Our first
fi step will be
b to developp a frameworkk diagram thaat illustrates
the in
nputs, assumptions, and ressults included
d in the Tool aas well as the relationshipss between
them. This framew
work will serve as the guidiing documentt in the creatioon of the Toool, outlining aall
data points
p
that neeed to be pre-p
populated in the
t Tool and hhelping to enssure that the bbasic elementts
and reelationships within
w
the Too
ol remain intaact as it underrgoes design cchanges. Figuure C-3
illustrrates what this framework might look like using manny of the variaables and relaationship that
will liikely be inclu
uded in the To
ool.
Figure C-3: Examp
ple organizing framework

w also docum
ment the calcu
ulations and research
r
defauult values forr the assumptiions to be useed
We will
in thee Tool.
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Draft Tool: Our next step will be to create a draft spreadsheet version of the Tool that
incorporates the variables, relationships, calculations, and assumptions from the organizing
framework. The goal of this task is not to produce a final version of the Tool, but to produce a
version that can be used to gather feedback from user testers in the following step. We will
produce at least one fully-functional version of the Tool, and may also produce additional mockups that illustrate different design or functionality options.
User testing: We will then test draft versions of the Tool with interested transit agency staff
drawn from the panel and from the user focus group that we have assembled for this project. We
will circulate draft versions of the Tool to up to six users. Shortly after circulating the drafts, we
will conduct an initial interview with each tester to observe them using the Tool following a test
script and collect initial impressions. We will then allow users a testing period of several weeks to
try using the Tool on their own to assess sustainability strategies that their transit agency is
considering or has implemented in the past. At the end of the testing period, we will hold a group
conversation to collect additional feedback about potential design or functionality changes. We
will include a section in the final report summarizing the user testing process, notes from each
interview, and our overall findings.
Final Tool: We will then produce a final version of the Tool that incorporates the feedback
received during user testing. Though we will design the Tool to be self-explanatory to a user with
little knowledge of sustainability or life-cycle analysis, we will also write a brief user’s guide
with instructions on how to use the Tool and documentation of calculations and assumptions.
Final report: We will include sections in the final report for this project that document the
process of creating the S+ROI Tool, including the organizing framework, the pilot testing process
and results, and changes made between the draft and final Tools.

Budget estimate
We estimate that the budget to create this Tool according to the above Work Plan will be
approximately $32,000.
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Tool Proposal: Sustainability Roadmap Tool
Overview
The provisionally named Sustainability Roadmap will be the premier Tool created by this project.
The Sustainability Roadmap will be an interactive PDF document that helps transit agencies at all
levels of achievement and resources to start, improve, or expand a sustainability program. As
directed by the Panel, this Tool will be a ‘container’ for guidance on sustainability program
development in all areas. As directed by the Panel, the Roadmap will also include:
 Guidance on applying pre-existing tools
 A checklist of considerations for budget prioritization processes
 Green procurement barriers (e.g. state laws, Board policies) and examples of successful
practices to overcome barriers
 Communications guidance on how (communication methods) to pitch what
(sustainability benefits) to whom (stakeholders/decision makers)
 Strategies to articulate the regional benefits of transit (e.g. reduced emissions, improved
public health, reduced transportation cost burden)
The potential scope of the Sustainability Roadmap is nearly infinite, while our project budget is
clearly not. Since the Interim Meeting, the project team has made a concentrated effort to develop
two organizing frameworks that provide both structure and scope for the Tool. These are:
1. Change Management – Organized by 8 principles of change management:
a. Accountability
b. Inspiring Employees
c. Mission + Vision
d. Public Engagement
e. Cross-Agency Partnerships
f. Leadership
g. Resources
h. Integration
2. Transit Agency User – Organized by typical operating roles and divisions of transit
agencies including, but not limited to:
a. CEO
b. Sustainability Officer
c. Operations + Maintenance
d. Capital Projects / Engineering
e. Planning + Design
f. Agency / Office Procurement
g. Finance + Budget
h. Performance Reporting
i. Safety / Legal
j. Diversity
k. Marketing / Public Outreach
l. Human Resources
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A Quick Refresher and Update on Organizational Frameworks
Organizational schemes suggested by the Panel at the Interim Meeting were:
 Sustainability program components (e.g. SOGR, Procurement, Budgeting, Staff
Engagement, Energy Management)
 Sustainability process steps (e.g. identify stakeholders, engage stakeholders, identify
opportunities)
 User’s level of experience and resources (e.g. beginner, intermediate, advanced)
The project team has adopted the term ‘organizing framework’ to refer to the structure of
the information and/or functions contained within a Tool. The organizing framework can be
represented as a flowchart, decision tree, or ‘family tree’—or as a series of these.

We can use one or both organizing frameworks proposed here to construct the Tool.
Please see graphical representations of each organizing framework on the following 2 pages, in
11”x17” format.
In each organizing framework on the next 2 pages we include 2 main types of information:
 Organizing Principles – The highest level of the hierarchy, represented by 1.a-1.h and
2.a-2.l in the lists immediately above.
 Strategies + Functions – The second level of the hierarchy. Strategies + Functions are the
same in both organizing frameworks, though they are arranged differently in each.
Strategies + Functions describe the functional areas of guidance that will be contained in
the Tool.
Below Strategies + Functions will eventually be a third level of Detailed Guidance. Determining
what detailed guidance to include will be one of the principal next steps of Tool development.
What is Detailed Guidance?
We use the term Detailed Guidance to refer to the most specific and detailed content in the
Sustainability Roadmap Tool. In most cases we don’t know yet exactly what Detailed
Guidance will be included in the Tool. But we do have some ways of referring to types of
Detailed Guidance:
 New Methods refers to content that requires development of new methods, or
refinement or standardization of methods not sufficiently mature to provide case
studies in practice. This type of Detailed Guidance will require the most effort to
produce, so it will only apply to a few topic areas in the Tool.
 Case Studies will be developed for content related to methods already used in
practice. Case studies entail identification and documentation of best practice
examples, but require a lower level of effort than New Methods.
 Links & References are reserved for content areas for which pre-existing tools and
resources already provide support, and for those content areas that are not
prioritized for development of New Content and Case Studies. This type of content
comprises links to recommended pre-existing tools and resources along with the
project team’s professional opinion about how best to apply them.
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Moving forward, we propose to use one primary organizing framework along with two subordinate
frameworks for cross-referencing, as follows:
 Use Change Management as the primary organizing framework. Change management works
well as a primary organizing framework, because learning about, understanding, and embracing
change management principles is essential to a successful sustainability program. In contrast,
using Transit Agency User as the primary organizing framework could imply that sustainability
programs can operate in existing silos. Necessary cross-linkages between different areas of
change management appear in that organizing framework and reinforce the multi-faceted, holistic
nature of a successful program.
 Use Transit Agency User as a secondary organizing framework, via cross-referencing. The
panel expressed an explicit interest in organizing the Tool by user and/or department. We agree
that providing a way for users in individual roles and departments to ‘see’ themselves in the Tool
is essential. We believe that the best way to do that is by including an add-on navigational
function that directs users to specific parts of the Tool. We’ll explain this further below.
 Use user’s level of achievement as a tertiary organizing framework. Both the panel and the
project team have agreed that the Roadmap must feel useful and accessible to users at all levels of
achievement—from Platinum signatories to the APTA Sustainability Commitment to those transit
agencies yet to sign the Commitment. We propose to incorporate level of achievement in the Tool
either in the same way that Transit Agency User is incorporated, or in ways that vary from topic
to topic. We expect that preferred methods for incorporating level of achievement in particular
areas of Detailed Content will emerge as research and design for the Tool proceeds.
One of the organizational schemes proposed by the Panel included steps in identifying sustainability
projects, such as identify stakeholders, and identify opportunities. We believe that step-wise organization
will be best applied selectively at the Detailed Guidance level, where it may work very well for some
topic areas.
To further illustrate how the proposed organizing framework would feel to the user, the project team
created sample landing pages for the Sustainability Roadmap.
Landing Page – The first visual experience of the user upon opening the Tool. The landing
page serves as a gateway and navigational access point for the rest of the Tool.

The following two pages show two distinct landing page concepts for the proposed primary organizing
framework–change management.
The first page uses a puzzle motif to convey the organizing framework. Users would click on one of the 8
organizing principles to access the content of the Tool. The green sidebar shows an example of how the
proposed secondary organizing framework (transit agency user) might look to the user of the Tool. A
separate dialogue function would guide the user to certain parts of the Tool based on her individual
functions or needs. The proposed tertiary organizing framework (level of accomplishment) could be
integrated in the sidebar dialogue as well.
The second page uses a transit line motif as a landing page, with the same primary organizing framework
of change management. The green sidebar could be integrated with this design as well.
After you examine the two landing page concepts on the next two pages, continue on to see the Work
Plan and Budget Estimate for the Sustainability Roadmap Tool.
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Work plan
Note: The following activities will be accomplished in Phase II of the TCRP H-53 project, within project
Tasks 5-8. The activity descriptions here provide more detail about how we will develop the Tool during
Phase II. They do not replace or supersede Tasks 5-8 as described in the overall Project Workplan.
Define organizing framework: We have produced two potential organizing frameworks, along with two
possible landing page designs. We now solicit feedback on the frameworks and landing pages from the
Panel. We will also solicit input from the User Focus Group and from attendees at the APTA
Sustainability Workshop in Austin. In view of the input received, we will then refine the organizing
framework and landing page for the first working prototype of the Tool.
Prioritize content: Defining the organizing framework already entails scoping content for the Tool at a
high level. In this activity we will conduct further research to establish what content is already available
(that would be appropriate to include as a link or reference) and what types of content this project could
produce (that would be appropriate to include as new content or case studies). We will prioritize content
for the Roadmap based on the project team’s professional opinions, input from the Panel, and input from
the User Focus Group.
Draft Tool: We will compile the first working prototype of the Sustainability Roadmap Tool in
Interactive PDF. This activity will include preliminary development of new content and case studies. The
prototype itself will include draft content and graphics. We will also conduct internal testing to make sure
that the Tool is suitable for a beta release to the User Focus Group and Panel.
User testing: We will then test draft versions of the Tool with interested transit agency staff drawn from
the user focus group that we have assembled for this project. We will circulate draft versions of the Tool
to users. Shortly after circulating the drafts, we will conduct an initial interview with each tester to
observe them using the Tool following a test script and collect initial impressions. We will then allow
users a testing period of several weeks to try using the Tool on their own to assess sustainability strategies
that their transit agency is considering or has implemented in the past. At the end of the testing period, we
will hold a group conversation to collect additional feedback about potential design or functionality
changes. We may further follow up with individual testers or conduct additional rounds of testing if we
see an opportunity to test additional iterations of the Tool and if the project schedule and budget permits.
We will include a section in the final report summarizing the user testing process, notes from each
interview, and our overall findings.
Final Tool: We will then produce a final version of the Tool that incorporates the feedback received
during user testing.
Final report: We will include sections in the final report for this project that document the process of
creating the Tool, including the organizing framework, the content development, the pilot esting process
and results, and changes made between the draft and final Tools.

Budget estimate
We estimate that the budget to create this Tool according to the above Work Plan will be approximately
$148,000.
Key assumptions inherent in this budget estimate are:
 The total number of Strategy + Function content areas (the second level in each organizing
framework) does not exceed 30.
 Detailed Guidance (nested under Strategy + Function areas) in the Tool as a whole will be:
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10% New Content – To include:
 A checklist of considerations for budget prioritization processes
 Green procurement barriers (e.g. state laws, Board policies) and examples of
successful practices to overcome barriers
 Communications guidance on how (communication methods) to pitch what
(sustainability benefits) to whom (stakeholders/decision makers)
 Strategies to articulate the regional benefits of transit (e.g. reduced emissions,
improved public health, reduced transportation cost burden)
40% Case Studies
50% Links & References

See What is Detailed Guidance on page 60 for further explanation of the terms used immediately above.
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Appen
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duction
The goal of
o TCRP H-5
53 is to develo
op a suite of attractive
a
and user-friendlyy tools that guuides transit
agencies through
t
somee of the key stteps and challlenges in imp lementing sustainability. S
Sustainabilityy is a
broad topiic and transit agencies’ neeeds vary wideely. The initiaal tasks focus on identifyinng the most
pressing needs
n
that tran
nsit agencies face, assessin
ng how these needs can be addressed within the scoppe of
this projecct, and proposing potentiall tools. Figuree D-1 visualizzes this proceess.
Figure D-1: Process
P
for identifying need
ds and propossing tools
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This memo describes the process and findings of interviews conducted with transit agencies in Task 2. It
communicates preliminary conclusions about the needs of transit agencies’ sustainability programs, along
with suggested ways that this project could help address those needs.
We seek the panel’s input on our current findings and research direction in a panel teleconference, to be
scheduled in early February.
Following the teleconference, in Task 3, we will further research opportunities for tools and develop more
specific 2-3 page mini-proposals for individual tools. We will submit proposals as part of the Interim
Report at the conclusion of Task 3.
The remainder of this memo is structured as follows:
 Interview Process
 Interview Findings
 Next Steps
 Appendix: Detailed Interview Findings by Transit Agency

Interview Process
We initially invited eighteen transit agencies to participate in the Task 2 process. Each transit agency was
invited to participate in a one-hour interview, with the subsequent possibility of joining the User Focus
Group to provide ongoing input to the project. We successfully interviewed thirteen of the eighteen transit
agencies.
We aimed to include a diversity of interviewees by geography, transit agency size, and maturity of
sustainability program. Several panel members asked us to make a special effort to include more transit
agencies in the Central and Eastern U.S. The team did identify additional contacts in those regions.
However, due to non-response by a few transit agencies, our sample remains weighted towards the
Western U.S. Nevertheless, we believe that our sample provides an excellent starting point for identifying
the needs of transit agencies, because:
 Transit agency size and maturity of the sustainability program are more important determinants of
needs than geography
 Half of our thirteen transit agencies are small or mid-sized
 One third of our thirteen transit agencies have a sustainability program in an early or moderate
stage of development
Figure D-2 shows the location of the thirteen transit agencies interviewed. Two are in the Eastern U.S.,
eight are in the West, and three are in the Central region.
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Figure D-2:
D Location of intervieweee transit agen
ncies

Figure D--4 summarizes the size of the
t transit ageencies intervieewed, classifi
fied as followss:
 Large:
L
over 10
00 million unllinked passenger trips per yyear
 Mid-size:
M
betw
ween 10 and 100 million un
nlinked passeenger trips perr year
 Small: less thaan 10 million unlinked
u
passsenger trips pper year
Figure D--3 summarizes the stage off developmentt of transit aggencies’ sustaainability proggrams. We use the
following
g categories to
o assess sustaiinability prog
gram status:
 Advanced:
A
theese transit ageencies have co
omprehensivee sustainabilitty plans or poolicies and maature
su
ustainability programs
p
thatt have implem
mented a widee range of proojects. They ggenerally conssider
th
hemselves leaaders in their peer
p group.
 Moderate:
M
theese transit ageencies have lo
ong been workking to addreess sustainabillity and have
im
mplemented many
m
sustainaability strategies or projectts, but have noot created an agency-wide
po
olicy or progrram to integraate these efforrts. Many of tthese transit aagencies are ccurrently worrking
to
o develop an agency-wide
a
sustainability
y policy or envvironmental m
management system.
 Early
E
stage: th
hese transit ag
gencies are in
n the early staages of identiffying and impplementing
su
ustainability projects.
p
They
y may be worrking to rebooot past sustainnability effortts that have goone
do
ormant.
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Figure D-4: Size of transit agencies interviewed

Figure D-3: Sustainability program status for transit
agencies interviewed

1
3

4
7
8
3

Large

Mid‐size

Small

Advanced

Moderate

Early stage

Transit agencies at each stage provide different insights and needs for tools; thereby allowing the team to
develop tools that will be used by transit agencies of all sizes and stages of development of sustainability
programs.
Table D-1 below lists the transit agencies interviewed, as well as those that we contacted but that did not
respond to requests for an interview, by region, size, and the status of their sustainability programs.
Table D-1: Summary of transit agencies interviewed

Region
East
West

Central

East

Transit Agency
Metropolitan Area Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA)
New Jersey Transit (NJ Transit)
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART)
Intercity Transit (Olympia)
King County Metro
Regional Transportation Commission (RTC) of Washoe
County, Nevada
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency
(SFMTA)
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA)
TriMet
Utah Transit Authority (UTA)
Ann Arbor Area Transportation Authority (AAATA)
Chicago Transit Authority (CTA)
Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District (ChampaignUrbana MTD)
Transit agencies contacted, but not interviewed
Hampton Roads Transit

Size
Large
Large
Large
Small
Large
Small

Program Status
Advanced
Moderate
Moderate
Advanced
Advanced
Moderate

Large

Advanced

Mid-size
Large
Mid-size
Small
Large
Mid-size

Advanced
Moderate
Advanced
Advanced
Early stage
Advanced

Mid-size

Advanced
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Honolulu Authority for Rapid Transportation
Kitsap Transit
Capital Metro (Austin)
Greater Peoria Metropolitan Transit District

Mid-size
Small
Mid-size
Small
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Interview Findings
Response to Panel’s Input on the Work Plan
The panel asked the team to use the interviews to specifically address transit agencies’ needs in two topic
areas:
 Financial and social sustainability
 Articulating, quantifying, and monetizing the benefits that public transportation provides to
regions
Interviewees generally recognized financial and social sustainability as important topic areas, but tended
not to emphasize them as areas of need for their sustainability programs. Some of the interviewees work
in environmental departments, where financial and social equity concerns are not typically housed. Some
people said that other departments, or even the transit agency as a whole, are responsible for financial and
social sustainability.
Opportunities to address financial and social sustainability are, however, embedded in broader
opportunities identified by interviewees. For example, CTA mentioned that financial sustainability
resonates with the decision makers within the transit agency, and that there is a need for the sustainability
program to better engage those decision makers. So clearly, communication tools that address financial
sustainability would benefit CTA. Several transit agencies mentioned a desire for guidance about how to
structure and initiate a sustainability program. There are opportunities to integrate guidance about social
and financial sustainability in that type of guidance.
The need to communicate the regional benefits of public transportation came up in multiple interviews.
Educating the public and regional stakeholders seems to be a higher priority for the people we spoke to
than quantifying or monetizing any specific regional benefits. We find that the best opportunities in this
area are likely to involve disseminating best practices for communicating regional benefits rather than
developing quantification tools.

Current Status of Sustainability Programs
The interviews began with discussions of the status of the transit agencies’ sustainability programs in
order to put their needs for tools in context. We found that:
 Sustainability programs are in different of states of development. Half of the transit agencies
we spoke with had undertaken sustainability initiatives for selected projects or facilities or within
specific departments and were in the process of creating a comprehensive sustainability plans or
policies to tie together disparate initiatives. Most of the remaining transit agencies either had
more advanced programs, with comprehensive policies or plans in place. A few reported that they
were in the initial stages of building support among staff and leadership.
 Key initiatives of sustainability programs range widely. Some transit agencies are working
primarily on establishing a formal structure for the sustainability program and staff
responsibilities, while others are focused on collecting data and setting targets.
 Most of the sustainability staff that we interviewed were focusing their programs’ efforts on
environmental sustainability. Financial sustainability was generally considered to be important
for its potential to communicate and promote the broader benefits of environmentally-focused
initiatives. Social sustainability was generally considered to be the responsibility of other parts of
the transit agency, or part of the mission of the transit agency as a whole, and therefore not
implemented by the sustainability program. Two transit agencies felt their sustainability program
addressed all three aspects of sustainability. Most transit agencies understood that sustainability
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encompassed environmental, economic, and social sustainability, but said that their efforts focus
primarily on the environmental aspect.
Most sustainability programs are focused on greening transit agency maintenance practices,
facilities, or capital projects, but there is interest in communicating the broader
sustainability benefits of transit. Many transit agencies understand that transit’s biggest impact
on sustainability is in reducing vehicle travel and promoting compact land use. Responsibility for
communicating and assessing these broader impacts typically falls to metropolitan planning
organizations or local transportation planning agencies. Several transit agencies were interested in
taking a more active role to communicate the broader sustainability benefits of transit.
Sustainability programs are more often housed at the staff level than at the leadership level.
Sustainability staffs typically are distributed throughout different divisions and have other
responsibilities. Even dedicated sustainability staff often do not report directly to senior
management.
Most interviewees felt that sustainability was not very well integrated into the day-to-day
business practices of their transit agencies. Even transit agencies with comprehensive
sustainability plans and policies often struggle with integrating sustainability into procurement,
budgeting, contracting, and other everyday business practices.
Sustainability staff are using a mix of different tools and frameworks to set targets and
track progress, including the APTA sustainability commitment, ISO 14001 certification, LEED
certification, and environmental management systems. Some transit agencies are using asset
management system-wide tools to set targets and track progress. Sometimes staff are
implementing these tools or frameworks agency-wide; in other cases they are only applying them
to specific facilities or processes.

Core Needs and Potential Tools
The following three pages summarize the needs expressed by interviewees—and list potential tools that
could address each need—in three categories:
 Quantification
 Governance
 Communication
Each table lists needs in approximate order of the number of transit agencies that mentioned them.
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Quantifiication

Needs


Several
S
transit agencies menttioned the need
d
for
f quantificatiion tools to asssess the costs and
a
benefits
b
of specific sustainability decisions,,
including:
i
o Analy
yzing ROI and life-cycle
impaccts of different vehicle
techno
ologies and fueels in a way thaat
consid
ders service ch
haracteristics an
nd
utility
y rate structuress. (TriMet,
Cham
mpaign-Urbana MTD, King
Countty Metro, RTC
C)
o Analy
yzing ROI and life-cycle
impaccts of using diffferent
constrruction materiaals. (TriMet)
o Assesssing electricity
y savings due to
t
differrent lighting im
mprovements.
(MAR
RTA, Champaiign-Urbana
MTD)
o GHG quantification
n tools for capittal
projeccts, particularly
y for comparin
ng
long-tterm benefits from
f
VMT
reduction to short-teerm increases in
operating emissions (SFMTA,
AAAT
TA, KC Metro
o)
o Estim
mating water sav
vings from graay
waterr recycling (Champaign-Urbaana
MTD)



VTA
V
and AAA
ATA mentioned
d the need for
tools
t
to measurre and comparee return on
investment
i
acrross different su
ustainability
strategies
s
in orrder to both com
mpare
sustainability
s
initiatives
i
to eaach other and to
o
more
m
conventio
onal ways of doing
d
business.

Potentiaal tools
 Online or sprreadsheet-basedd quantificationn
tools.
 A decision guuide that recom
mmends relevannt
quantificationn tools and mettrics based on tthe
scope and struucture of a trannsit agency’s
sustainabilityy program.



A sustainablee ROI spreadshheet or online tool
that would innclude informattion both on
sustainabilityy strategies andd conventional
procurement and construction decisions,
drawn from rresearch and traansit agency caase
studies.
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Governaance

Needs


Transit
T
agenciees that have mo
ore mature
sustainability
s
programs,
p
inclu
uding King
County
C
Metro,, SFMTA, TriM
Met, UTA, and
d
AAATA,
A
need
d guidance on in
ntegrating
sustainability
s
throughout
t
theiir operations an
nd
cultures.
c



Many
M
transit ag
gencies felt thaat low-bid
procurement
p
reequirements do
o not support
sustainability
s
goals,
g
which offten involve
higher
h
up-front costs but savee money in thee
long
l
term.

Potentiaal tools
 A guide to beest practices in addressing
barriers to inttegrating sustaiinability into
different transit agency departments.
 A guide to beest practices in managing
sustainabilityy programs, inccluding steeringg
committees, sstaffing and organizational
structures.
 Guidance on employee engaagement to hellp
mpions” amonng staff, includiing
develop “cham
examples of ssuccessful behaavior change
campaigns.








Transit
T
agenciees that are in th
he initial phasees
of
o establishing
g plans or policies, including
CTA,
C
BART, and
a NJ Transitt, could use
guidance
g
on firrst steps.



Transit
T
agenciees that are look
king to grow th
heir
programs,
p
such
h as RTC, UTA
A, and MARTA
A,
want
w to undersstand what their next steps
should
s
be, and how they shou
uld measure
progress.
p



BART
B
and Kin
ng County Mettro pointed outt
that
t annual bud
dgeting processes do not
support
s
achiev
vement of long--term
sustainability
s
goals.
g



Case studies oof successful ssustainability
strategies, wiith detailed infoormation aboutt
how they are financed.
Decision guiddes for procureement processees
(e.g., construcction, vehicle ppurchases) thatt
outline sustaiinability considderations and
provide exam
mples of transit agencies
addressing thhese considerations (e.g., throough
design criteria, directive draawings and
specificationss, or contracts)).
Training mateerials to educaate contractors oon
best practicess.
Case studies oof transit agency sustainability
program deveelopment, incluuding success
stories and coommon challennges.
A “plug and pplay” sustainabbility plan tempplate
that aligns wiith the APTA ssustainability
framework.



A self-assessm
ment tool that helps transit
agencies idenntify actions to further
sustainabilityy, relevant perfo
formance measuures,
and ambitious but achievable targets by
comparing thheir progress too peer agencies.



Case studies aand guidance oon integrating
sustainabilityy into the budgeeting process oor
establishing ddedicated funding sources thaat
support sustaainability projeccts.
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Communication

Needs


Multiple
M
transiit agencies men
ntioned a need to
simplify
s
trackiing and reportin
ng sustainability
data
d in order to
o measure prog
gress and enhan
nce
coordination
c
am
mong differentt divisions and
d
communicate
c
progress
p
to man
nagement



Transit
T
agenciees with more mature
m
sustainability
s
programs,
p
inclu
uding CTA and
d
TriMet,
T
were seeking
s
ways th
hat transit
agencies
a
could
d communicate sustainability
successes
s
to deecision-makerss and the publicc in
order
o
to build support
s
for futu
ure actions.
CTA,
C
RTC and
d AAATA men
ntioned the neeed
to
t more broadlly communicatte the
sustainability
s
benefits
b
of tran
nsit and promotte
riding
r
transit.



Potentiaal tools
 A platform foor integrating ddata and outputts
from differennt sustainabilityy tools that reports
common metrrics and autom
matically generaates
graphs and otther visuals.
 A decision guuide that recom
mmends relevannt
quantificationn tools and mettrics based on tthe
scope and struucture of a trannsit agency’s
sustainabilityy program.
 A searchable online databasse that transit
agencies can use to documeent important
sustainabilityy initiatives andd achievementss.




Case studies oof innovative eexamples of traansit
agencies com
mmunicating suustainability
progress or thhe importance of transit in
creating a susstainable transiit system, suchh as
video campaiigns or signagee.
Templates forr “green fact shheets” that cann be
used to comm
municate successes and beneffits
of key sustainnability initiatives.

Next Steps
S
This mem
mo has identifi
fied several prromising areaas for tool devvelopment. W
We seek the paanel’s input onn our
current fin
ndings and research directiion in a panell teleconferennce, to be scheeduled in earlly February.
In the nex
xt task, Task 3,
3 we will furtther research opportunitiess for tools andd develop moore specific 2--3
page minii-proposals fo
or individual tools.
t
For neeeds highlighteed in Task 2, T
Task 3 will innclude researcching
existing to
ools that attem
mpt to address those needss as well as otther tools undder developmeent.
Following
g that teleconfference, the Task
T
3 memo containing m
mini-proposalss for tools willl be deliveredd in
late April.
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Appendix E: Review of Climate Adaptation Tools and
Guidance
Federal Guidance on Climate Change
Climate change is affecting the US Department of Transportation’s strategic goals of safety, state of good
repair, and environmental sustainability. Climate change affects day-to-day operations, short and long
term planning, and costs to run and build a transit system.
As a result, and in response to Executive Orders No. 13514 and 13652 and the Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ), US DOT Climate Change Adaptation Plan 2014 Ensuring Transportation Infrastructure
and System Resilience was prepared. US DOT’s Adaptation Plan recognizes that climate change;
including higher temperatures, increased atmospheric water vapor, rising sea levels and the frequency of
extreme weather events, is already occurring and is expected to continue in the future. The Plan also
recognizes that the Third National Climate Assessment concludes that these changes are a result of
increased levels of greenhouse gases emitted from human activity over the past 50 years.1
The report also lists Notable Potential Impacts of climate change on transit:
 More frequent/severe flooding of underground tunnels and low-lying infrastructure, requiring
drainage and pumping, due to more intense precipitation, sea level rise, and storm surge.
 Increased numbers and magnitude of storm surges and/or relative sea level rise of potentially
shorten infrastructure life.
 Increased thermal expansion of paved surfaces, potentially causing degradation and reduced
service life, due to higher temperatures and increased duration of heat waves.
 Higher maintenance/construction costs due to increased temperatures or exposure to storm surge.
 Asphalt degradation and shorter replacement cycles; leading to limited access, congestion, and
higher costs due to higher temperatures.
 Culvert and drainage infrastructure damage, due to changes in precipitation intensity, or snow
melt timing.
 Decreased driver/operator performance and decision-making skills, due to driver fatigue as a
result of adverse weather.
 Increased risk of vehicle crashes in severe weather.
 System downtime, derailments, and slower travel times, due to buckling during extremely hot
days.
 Restricted access to local economies and public transportation.

Federal Guidance on Resiliency Planning for Severe Weather
Conditions
In response to extreme weather conditions, resiliency is an issue that is increasingly being recognized
within the mass transit industry – especially in the past few years as severe weather events have become
more frequent and intense. While a relatively new area of focus in the mass transit industry, the reports
cited in this document reference and provide comprehensive details on the resiliency work that has been
done nationally. It also provides background on the Federal Transit Administration’s (FTA) rebuilding
and recovery efforts under FTA 49 CFR Part 602 (Docket No. FTA – 2013 – 004), Emergency Relief
Program (March 29, 2013) that was issued in response to Hurricane Sandy to support proposed resiliency
plans.
1

https://www.transportation.gov/sites/dot.gov/files/docs/2014-%20DOT-Climate-Adaptation-Plan.pdf (p. 6)
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Current Practices to Incorporate Resiliency into Infrastructure
Relevant Federal Criteria
The FTA has defined resiliency as “a capability to anticipate, prepare for, respond to, and recover from
significant multi-hazard threats with minimum damage to social well-being, the economy, and the
environment.” Further, the FTA defines resiliency projects as “projects designed and built to address
future vulnerabilities to the public transportation facility or system due to future recurrence of
emergencies or major disasters that are likely to occur again in the geographic area in which the public
transportation system is located: or projected changes in development patterns, demographics, or extreme
weather or other climate patterns.”2
In identifying and prioritizing projects for funding under “Second Allocation of Public Transportation
Emergency Relief Funds in Response to Hurricane Sandy: Response, Recovery & Resiliency,” the FTA
stipulated the consideration of the following criteria at a minimum:3
1. the identification of and assessment of the reasonable likelihood of a potential hazard or disaster;
2. the vulnerability of a particular system or asset to a particular hazard or disaster, and the
criticality of that asset to the overall performance of the transit system;
3. the potential extent of damage to the asset or system from the identified hazard(s);
4. the total cost of implementing the proposed hazard mitigation or resiliency improvement; and,
5. the anticipated reduction in damage or other negative impacts that will result from the proposed
project.
In December 2013, the FTA released the “Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) for Resilience Projects
in Response to Hurricane Sandy” for $3 Billion to fund competitive resiliency (i.e., Tier 3) projects. The
NOFA provides the following project evaluation factors:
1. Hazard Mitigation Cost Effectiveness
2. Project Implementation Strategy
3. Protection of Most Essential and Vulnerable Infrastructure
4. Local and Regional Planning Collaboration and Coordination
5. Interdependency of the Public Transportation Resilience Project
6. Local Financial Commitment
7. Technical Capacity
8. Other Factors (geographic diversity, diversity among project types)

Studies on Resiliency
In response to the threat from severe weather events to transit and transportation generally, the FTA,
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), and the John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems
(Volpe) Center have recently released, or are planning to release, major climate adaption reports. The first
two studies are included as part of the recommended practices on the FTA's website:
 U.S. Department of Transportation, FTA, Office of Budget and Policy, “Flooded Bus Barns and
Buckled Rails: Public Transportation and Climate Change Adaptation, FTA Report No. 0001,”
2011 (‘Flooded Bus Barns’)
 U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, “Climate Change &
Extreme Weather Vulnerability Assessment Framework,” December 2012
Additionally, the Volpe Center released a study on resiliency:
2

Memorandum from US Department of Transportation Federal Transit Administration, “Second Allocation of
Public Transportation Emergency Relief Funds in Response to Hurricane Sandy: Response, Recovery &
Resilience,” May 2013, p. 11-12
3
Ibid., p. 13
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U.S. Department of Transportation, Research and Innovative Technology Administration, Volpe,
The National Transportation Systems Center, “Infrastructure Resiliency: A Risk Based
Framework,” June 2013

Finally, the FTA released a report in 2014, on the Transit Climate Change Adaptation Assessment Pilots4
awarded competitively to seven transit agencies across the country. The pilots follow up on the FTA’s
‘Flooded Bus Barns’ and are the agency's next step in addressing adaptation in transit.
‘Flooded Bus Barns’ was undertaken “to provide transit professionals with information and analysis
relevant to adapting U.S. public transportation assets and services to climate change impacts.”5 The study
advocates “taking a risk management approach that mitigates risk without expensively over-engineering
assets.”6 The steps identified in the study for performing risk assessments include: 1) identifying climate
hazards; 2) characterizing the risk to transit agency infrastructure and operations; 3) linking risk
mitigation strategies to the organizational structures and responsibilities; 4) implementing adaptation
plans; and, 5) monitoring and reassessing. The report further states that an asset management system
offers a streamlined framework for identifying climate risks, tracking climate impacts on asset condition,
and incorporating adaptation strategies into capital plans and budgets. The study further provides case
studies that illustrate the use of criticality and vulnerability of assets to assess risk. Criteria for assessing
criticality of transit assets included effects on the regional economy, with regard to accessibility and on
emergency evacuation. Vulnerability included the identification of thresholds above that which impacts
are severe (e.g., inches of rain per hour before drainage systems are overwhelmed).
The FHWA’s “Climate Change Adaptation & Extreme Weather Vulnerability Assessment” states that, “It
is important to recognize...that typical historical climate conditions are unlikely to be representative of all
future climate conditions. …Furthermore, it is unlikely that the trends of past decades will persist
unchanged into the future; especially on longer timescales (greater than 30 to 40 years). Simply extending
past trend lines into the future may underestimate future changes”.7
The purpose of the FHWA report is to provide a framework and guide, with a collection of resources for
use in analyzing the impacts of extreme weather on all transportation infrastructure – including transit.
The framework for performing vulnerability assessments includes three steps: (1) defining the
scope/objectives for a vulnerability assessment, such as siting new assets, educating staff, or informing
the development of adaptation strategies; (2) based on the objectives, assess vulnerability through tasks
such as information gathering on assets as well as historical and projected weather events, and assigning a
level of risk of the impact on the assets; and, (3) incorporating results into decision making.8 The study
also identifies establishing the criticality of assets as a valuable component of the vulnerability
assessment9. FHWA’s Vulnerability Assessment Framework is shown in Figure E-1.

4

BT to re-visit. FTA glitch not allowing access to synthesis on 3/22/16.
US Department of Transportation, Federal Transit Administration, Office of Budget and Policy, “Flooded Bus
Barns and Buckled Rails: Public Transportation and Climate Change Adaptation, FTA Report No. 0001,” 2011, p.
vii
6
Ibid., p.2
7
US Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, “Climate Change & Extreme Weather
Vulnerability Assessment Framework,” December 2012, p.18
8
Ibid, p. v
9
Ibid, p. 9
5
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Figu
ure E-1: FHW
WA Climate Ch
hange & Extreme Weather Vulnerabilityy Assessment F
Framework10

According
g to the Volpee Center’s “In
nfrastructure Resiliency:
R
A Risk-Based Framework,”” natural disaasters
are no lon
nger rare; it is necessary to focus on long-term resilieency impacts;; and global connectivity iss at
10

US Depaartment of Tran
nsportation, Feederal Highway
y Administratioon, “Climate C
Change & Extrreme Weather
Vulnerab
bility Assessm
ment Framework
k” December 2012,
2
p.2
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risk. The factors that are contributing to these weather-related disasters include rising sea levels and water
temperatures, and changing precipitation. While the climate patterns have been changing slowly, the
effects have become more severe; and the impacts to society have become larger due to accelerated
growth in the coastal regions, and growth in the value of assets lost during events.11 Furthermore, global
connectivity is at risk as transportation infrastructure is interlinked with information, trade, and financial
systems. The Volpe Center study cites: a Brookings Institution (2011) study that indicated, "every dollar
spent on maintenance for bridges saved $4 to $5 on repair costs after failure of asset"; and a Healy and
Malharta (2009) study that indicated, "every dollar spent on pre-disaster preparedness saves $15 in terms
of future damage."12
The Volpe framework is a systematic risk-based and layered defense approach which involves a lifecycle
approach to design, construction, operation, and protection of complex infrastructure systems (see Figure
E-2). The study defines resiliency as a process for managing complex infrastructure – not a single
outcome.

11

12

US Department of Transportation, Research and Innovative Technology Administration, Volpe, The National
Transportation Systems Center, “Infrastructure Resiliency: A Risk Based Framework,” June, 2013, p. 2
US Department of Transportation, Research and Innovative Technology Administration, Volpe, The National
Transportation Systems Center, “Infrastructure Resiliency: A Risk Based Framework,” June, 2013, p. 4-5
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Figure E-2: The Volpe
V
Center Infrastructurre Resiliency F
Framework13

13

US Depaartment of Tran
nsportation, Reesearch and Inn
novative Technnology Adminnistration, Volppe, The Nationaal
Transportation System
ms Center, “Infrrastructure Ressiliency: A Riskk Based Frameework,” June, 22013, p. 4
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As indicated, the FTA report focused on seven pilot projects at transit organizations across the country is
soon to be released. Interim reports to FTA indicate the pilots have focused on: (i) the use of
Environmental Management Systems to address adaptation; (ii) determining criticality approaches; (iii)
determining vulnerability; (iv) developing asset management approaches; and, (v) integrating adaptation
into business practices.

Tools to Support a Risk-Based Approach
A common theme within the studies cited above is the need for a risk-based approach in managing severe
weather impacts that recognizes criticality and vulnerability. The studies are consistent in stressing that
the risk-based approach should be integrated into any existing management system, and reviewed on an
ongoing basis so as to provide a proactive, reactive, and cost-effective response.
Over the past few years, transit agencies such as MTA New York City Transit and LACMTA have been
developing resiliency plans that generally follows the FTA, the FHWA, and the Volpe Center
frameworks. They are developing systematic methodologies to prioritize and incorporate resiliency into
projects. These methodologies could be utilized system-wide to assist in prioritization for capital planning
and maintaining an SOGR. The elements of this methodology are to:
 Develop a process to evaluate and rate criticality of assets.
 Develop a process to evaluate and rate vulnerability to severe-weather threats over time, such as
fluvial flooding, storm surge (including effects of potential sea level rise), heat, wind, snow and
ice, and more.
 Develop a process to prioritize the most at-risk (critical and vulnerable) assets.
 Develop a process to address the most at-risk (critical and vulnerable) assets through resiliency
improvements to the system and by incorporating resiliency strategies into capital projects,
emergency response planning, and operations.
 Develop a process to monitor and re-assess the resiliency planning.
Table E-1 below summarizes different tools and resources that are available to support a risk-based
approach to planning resilient transit systems.
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Table E-1: Summary of Tools to Support a Risk-Based Approach to Climate Adaptation and Resilience

Copyright National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.

Tool
FTA Hazard
Mitigation Cost
Effectiveness
Tool

Source
FTA

Link
None

Vulnerability
Assessment
Scoring Tool
(VAST)

U.S. DOT

CMIP Climate
Data Processing
Tool

U.S. DOT

https://www.fhwa.d
ot.gov/environment/
climate_change/ad
aptation/adaptation
_framework/module
s/index.cfm?modul
eid=4
https://www.fhwa.d
ot.gov/environment/
climate_change/ad
aptation/adaptation
_framework/module
s/index.cfm?modul
eid=4

Description
FTA tool developed based on a FEMA HMCE tool and supplied to
transit agencies applying for post-Sandy resilience project funding.
Expected to be modified for wider release in the next year or two.
Helps transit agencies calculate benefit-cost ratios of proposed
resilience projects based on anticipated capital and maintenance
costs of project, expected construction delays, historical frequency
and severity of extreme events, impacts of historical extreme events
(in terms of agency costs and passenger delays), and anticipated
impacts avoided from resilience project.
VAST provides a framework for conducting a quantitative,
indicator-based vulnerability screen for vulnerability. The tool is
intended for state DOTs and MPOs interested in assessing how
components of their transportation system may be vulnerable to
climate stressors-including, but not limited to, changes in
temperature, changes in heavy precipitation, sea level rise, and
severe storms. Detailed instructions are included within the tool.
The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) Climate Data
Processing Tool, developed by the U.S. Department of
Transportation, will process raw climate model outputs from the
World Climate Research Programme's CMIP3 and CMIP5 into
relevant statistics for transportation planners. These statistics include
changes in the frequency of very hot days and extreme precipitation
events and other climate characteristics that may affect
transportation infrastructure and services by the middle and end of
the century. Detailed instructions are included within the User's
Guide, including information on the difference between the CMIP3
and CMIP5 Climate Data Processing Tools and how to select the
right one for your situation.
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Applicability to Transit
Yes, transit-specific

Some transit-specific
indicators/methods
included, broader
framework is applicable
to any type of
infrastructure
Provides transportation
infrastructure-specific
climate change
prpojections (e.g., number
of days > 100 degrees).
Many of these variables
may be applicable to
transit (e.g., heat kinks or
flood projections)
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Tool
Cities Impacts
and Adaptation
Tool

Source
U. Michigan
Graham
Sustainability
Center

Climate Change
& Extreme
Weather
Vulnerability
Assessment
Framework

FHWA

CMIP5 Global
Climate Change
Viewer
(GCCV)

USGS

Link
https://toolkit.climat
e.gov/tool/citiesimpacts-adaptationtool-ciat

http://www.fhwa.dot
.gov/environment/cl
imate_change/adap
tation/publications/v
ulnerability_assess
ment_framework/in
dex.cfm
https://toolkit.climat
e.gov/tool/cmip5global-climatechange-viewergccv

Description
The Cities Impacts & Adaptation Tool (CIAT) is an online climate
adaptation planning support tool for decision makers at the
municipal level in the Great Lakes region. The site provides localscale data for cities with populations of 20,000 or higher, including
current and projected climate trends, demographic and
socioeconomic data, and descriptions of adaptation strategies pulled
from existing planning documents for municipalities across North
America. For any city in the database, the tool identifies a custom
network of "climate peers" through an interactive map interface.
Climate peers are cities whose current climate reflects the selected
city's projected climate in 2041-2070.
FHWA’s vulnerability assessment and adaptation framework
provides guidance for state and local transportation agencies for use
in analyzing the impacts of climate change and extreme weather on
transportation infrastructure.

Applicability to Transit
Midwest only. Would
help identify “climate
peers”

The Global Climate Change Viewer (GCCV) displays future
temperature and precipitation changes simulated by global climate
models in CMIP5. Users can view projections for any county, for all
available models, and all Representative Concentration Pathways
(RCP) emission scenarios. The GCCV also provides access to plots
and quantile breakdowns of monthly temperature and precipitation
from 1850-2100. Data from the experiments are binned into 25-year
climatologies that span the 21st century.

Easy access to some
climate variables that may
be of interest to transit
agencies (similar to U.S.
DOT CMIP Climate Data
Processing Tool). The
GCCV is a bit easier to
use, but results are coarser
and potentially not as
useful, but worth
checking here first
because you can see
outputs instantaneously.
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Principles are broadly
applicable, but this is not
a “tool” per se
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Tool
Coastal Flood
Exposure
Mapper

Source
NOAA

Coastal
Resilience
Mapping Portal

The Nature
Conservancy

http://maps.coastalr
esilience.org/netwo
rk/

Coastal
Resilience
Index

MississippiAlabama Sea
Grant
Consortium
and NOAA's
Coastal
Storms
Program

https://toolkit.climat
e.gov/tool/coastalresilience-index

Federal
Highway
Administration
Scenario
Planning
Guidebook
HAZUS-MH

FHWA

https://toolkit.climat
e.gov/tool/federalhighwayadministrationscenario-planningguidebook
https://toolkit.climat
e.gov/tool/hazus

FEMA

Link
https://toolkit.climat
e.gov/tool/coastalflood-exposuremapper

Description
The site provides maps that show people, places, and natural
resources exposed to coastal flooding.

Users have access to interactive tools to visualize future flood risks
from sea level rise and storm surge. Other tools can help users
identify areas and populations at risk from coastal hazards and gain a
better understanding of ecological, social, and economic impacts.
This information is particularly helpful for officials involved in
coastal planning, zoning, and land acquisition who must take rising
sea levels and increased storm intensity and frequency into
consideration.
The Coastal Resilience Index is a self-assessment tool. To complete
the index, community leaders get together and use the tool to guide
discussion about their community’s resilience to coastal hazards.
The Index provides a simple, inexpensive method for community
leaders to perform a self-assessment of their community’s resilience
to coastal hazards, identifying weaknesses a community may want to
address prior to the next hazard event and guiding community
discussion. The Index is not intended for comparison between
communities.
Transit agencies can use this guidebook for scenario planning to
address transportation issues, changes in land use, and population
growth or decline, as well as climate change and uses of alternative
energy.

Hazus is a nationally applicable standardized methodology
developed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
A downloadable software package called Hazus-MH (for MultiHazard) gives users access to FEMA's models for estimating
potential losses from earthquakes, floods, and hurricanes.
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Applicability to Transit
Provides a source of
coastal flooding
inundation projections,
applicable to transit
agencies in a coastal area
Provides a source of
coastal flooding
inundation projections,
applicable to transit
agencies in a coastal area

Not designed for transit
agencies specifically, but
some questions may be
applicable

Not designed for transit
agencies specifically, but
some components may be
applicable
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Tool
Integrated
Rapid Visual
Screening for
Tunnels

Source
DHS

Inundation
Analysis Tool

NOAA

Link
https://toolkit.climat
e.gov/tool/integrate
d-rapid-visualscreening-tunnels

http://tidesandcurre
nts.noaa.gov/inund
ation/

Description
Integrated Rapid Visual Screening (IRVS) for Tunnels is a softwarefacilitated procedure for assessing the risk to tunnels from natural
and human-caused hazards that have the potential to cause
catastrophic losses. Using the tool requires dowloading and
installing software on a computer or tablet running the Windows®
operating system. Completing the IRVS procedure for a tunnel
results in a quantifiable assessment of the risk of a given tunnel to a
terrorist attack or natural disaster leading to catastrophic losses
(fatalities, injuries, damage, or business interruption) and a
quantifiable assessment of the resiliency of the tunnel (ability to
recover from such an event).
Coastal storms and other meteorological phenomenon can have a
significant impact on how high water levels rise and how often. The
inundation analysis program—an online, interactive map-based tool
located on NOAA's Tides & Currents website—is beneficial in
determining the frequency (or the occurrence of high waters for
different elevations above a specified threshold) and duration (or the
amount of time that the specified location is inundated by water) of
observed high waters (tides). Statistical output from these analyses
can be useful in planning marsh restoration activities. Additionally,
the analyses have broader applications for the coastal engineering
and mapping community, such as ecosystem management and
regional climate change. Since these statistical outputs are stationspecific, use for evaluating surrounding areas may be limited.
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Applicability to Transit
Not specifically climate
change-related, but
potentially could be used
for climate change
analysis if hazard risk
probabilities are manually
adjustable

Provides a source of
coastal flooding
inundation projections,
applicable to transit
agencies in a coastal area
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